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While the Texas Student Success Initiative was created to ensure that all Texas 
children are able to read on or above grade level by the end of third grade , many 
Texas primary-aged children already read at advanced levels . These ch ildren 
should also have the ri ght to progress academically . 

The Texas Read ing In itiative Task Force for the Education of Primary Gifted Ch ildren 
has prepared th is publication to assist the classroom teacher in identifying chi ldren 
w ho may be advanced learn ers and in prepa ring reading activities approp riate to 
the ir learning level. Following the Texas tradition of supporting reading instructi on 
based on scientific research , th is work is based on empirical evidence surroundi ng 
these ch ildren's specific learning needs . 

Reading Strategies for Advanced Primary Readers, produced by the Texas Read ing 
Initia tive Task Force for the Education of Primary Gifted Children , expands teacher 
knowledg e about the characteristics and needs of advanced and gifted reade rs. In 
addition , it explains how to differentia te reading instruction for these childre n and 
provides the class room teacher wi th helpful strategies and ideas . 

In essence, th is pub lication defines yet another dimension of the Texas Student 
Success In itiative and expands its goal of provid ing all Texas children with the tools 
th ey need to have successful academic careers. 

Melanie Pritchett 
 
Assistant Commissioner 
 
Office of Statewide Initiatives 
 
Texas Education Ag ency 
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The Texas Student Success Initiative is committed to assuri ng that every child 
reads at least on grade level by the third gra de. It is a lso committed to assuri ng 
that all children continually improve their reading ability and skills. That means stu
dents must be challenged to read progressively more sophisticated material th at is 
comm ensurate with their abi l ities, 

Frequently, peo ple say that advanced readers "learn to read by themselves ," It is 
tru e that many young gifted students come to our schools already able to read 
material of varying compl exi ty. But this does not mea n that the students wi ll sustain 
their interest in reading or savor the pleasures of reading to discover new id eas, far 
off places, and in teresting people. Teachers play a critical role in enco uraging 
young readers to im prove their reading skills , It is hoped th at this publication will 
provide a background and activ ities to assist teachers in providing an appropriate 
learning environment for even our most gifted readers , 

Thi s document reflects the dedication of many Texas educators that all students, 
even those who already read at or above grade level, mu st be instructed on how 
they might better use th eir considerable skills , It was developed over the course of 
a year th rough long meetings, many rewrite s, and intense discussion about how 
teache rs might best engage advan ced readers so th ey not only ma inta in but al so 
expand thei r repertoi re of sk i ll s and competencies. The Texa s Ed ucation Ag ency 
thanks the committed volunteers of the Texas Reading Initiative Task Force fo r the 
Education of Primary Gifted Children for their assistance. 

We hope that readers of th is publication w ill prov ide feedback about how th ey 
used this docum ent and how it might be impro ved. Anyo ne may contact us at 
<gted@tea.state .tx .us> . 

Evelyn Hiatt 
Sen ior Director 
Advanced Academic Services 
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I NTRC>DUCTIC> 
 

Customizing language arts instruction to match the 
individual differences and readiness levels of all children is a 
demanding task facing primary teachers. The adjustment 
demands more th an flexibility in methods and material s; it 
requires a belief that each child has the right to progress as 
rapidly as he or she is capable. Advanced and gifted readers 
have the ability to read beyond grade level. Thus, they risk 
recei ving less instructional attention when concerned teach
ers struggle to meet th e needs of children performing below 
grade level. While it is critica l that all children receive the 
support necessary to read at least at grade level, students 
who have achieved this goal must be challenged to continue 
devel oping advanced proficiencies. 

One factor that discourages the continued reading 
development of adva nced readers is the use of less difficult 
books. Chall and Conard (1991) continue to research the 
match of text difficulty to reader readiness . They found that 
the reading texts fo r advanced readers " ... provided little or no 
challenge, since they we re matched to students' grade place
ments, not thei r reading levels ." Chall, who also researched 
text difficulty in 1967 and 1983, noted that "This practice of 
using grade-level reading textbooks for those who read two or 
more grades above the norm ha s changed little through the 
years , although it has been repeatedly questioned " (1 11 ). 

For decades, educators ass umed that prim ary-ag ed ch ildren who read early 
or at advanced leve ls had been pushed by a well-intending ad ult. The accompanying 
conventional wisdom has been that th ese stude nts plateau and read at grade leve l 
by th ird or fourth grade. 
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Indeed, recent studies document that advanced readers who are lim ited to a 
grade-level reading program do regress on standard ized tests and in th eir pace of 
progress (CAG, 1999; Reis , 2001). At the same time, other studies substantiate that 
wh en advanced readers are taught with resources and instruction commensurate 
wi th their needs and abilities, regression does not take place. By eliminating work on 
skills already mastered and progressing through the language arts curriculum at an 
accelerated pace, students generally continued to extend the ir read ing proficiency 
(Gentry, 1999; Kulik & Kulik , 1996). The evidence from these research stud ies 
demonstrates that to continue optimum learning, advanced readers need to be ch al
lenged through instruction at their highest readiness level and most appropriate 
pace. Teachers need support and strategies to manage this challenge wi thin the 
diversity of a classroom that also includes a wide range of children who experience 
difficulty in learning to read. 

The read ing strategies presented in this publication are des igned to prov ide 
teachers with alternatives and re placement tas ks to use in differentiati ng lessons 
for students who are assessed as developed on the Texas Primary Readi ng 
Inventory (TPRI ) or other appropriate reading tests . After teacher modeli ng and 
demonstrations , advanced students can use many of these strategies individually 
or in small groups as teachers provide direct instruction to other groups of students . 
The strategies and examples in this book have been assembled from teaching 
experiences based upon research and responses to the nature and needs of gifted 
learners. All of the strategies relate to the Task Force's Position Statement that follows . 

Texas Reading Initiative Task Force For the 
 

Education of Pritnary GiFted Children 
 

POSITION STATEMENT 

The goal of the Texas Reading Ini tiative is for all children to read on or above 

grade leve l by the end of the third grade. A lthough this goal is crit ical , it is 

minimal relative to students who read well. The Texas Reading Ini t iative 

does not intend fo r advanced reade rs to stagnate or re gress. Rather, the 

objective is that all students, in cluding advanced reade rs , receive instruction 

and materials commensurate w ith the ir abilities. Ad vanced readers must 

progress at their appropriate rate , wh ich is typicall y more than one grade 

level per year. The result of ignoring gifted readers is educa tionall y and emo

tionally unjust to these chil dren . 
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The Task Force also developed the following eleven Reading Recommendations 
for Advanced Learners. As each strategy is discussed throughout this publication, the 
applicable Reading Recommendations are listed . 

Texas Reading Initiative Task Force "'or the 
 

Education 0'" Primary Gif"ted Children 
 

Reading Recommendations 
'for Advanced Learners 

1. 	 Use preinstruction assessment to accu rately determine students' 
instructional and independent levels of reading . 

2. 	 Use a variety of assessments beyond standardized achievement tests 
to document students' progress and guide instruction . 

3. 	 Use strategies geared to gifted students' instructiona l needs including 
cu rriculum compacting , advanced content, appropri ate pacing, and 
above grade-level materials . 

4 . 	 Focus on far greater depth and complexity. 
5. 	 Incorporate into reading programs rich, inviting tasks requ iring spatial 

as well as analytical and abstract thinking. 
6 . 	 Encourage students to develop more complex , high-level compre hen 

sion and reach advanced interpretations. 
7. 	 Encourage and support advanced levels of vocabula ry and word study . 
8 . 	 Promote students' research using tech no logy to gen erate original inves

tigations and adva nced products. 
9. 	 Provide frequent opportunities for students to explore authentic text and 

a variety of genres . 
10. 	 Allow students to pursue individual interests through reading. 
11. 	 Provide examples of supe rior work in order to challenge students to 

ever-increasing levels of excellence. 

This publication briefly discusses the characteristics and needs of advanced and 
gifted readers and then addresses differenti ation strategies for reading instruction. The 
strategies include authentic assessment and docum entation , curri culum compacting , 
tiered assignments, fl exible grouping , high-level thi nking and inquiry, visual tools for 
individuals or grou ps, an d vocabulary and word play. Each strategy incl udes a brief 
explanation, connections for advanced and gifted learners, discussion of research, and 
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multiple applications appropriate to primary advanced readers . Printed-text and internet 
resources are listed at the end of each section. This publication concludes with an 
Appendix addressing assessment as a guide to reading instruction. 
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UNDERSTANDING 
 
ADVA CED AND 
 

G F I D READERS 
 

~A myriad of characte ris tics are associated with 
ft.'»Jti 

AVI~ C«t.advanced potential. The brief list shared in this section is spe .~ 
StMt. ~'hJ 

cific to behaviors demonstrated in language arts instruction F r f"tl\';tlv"t. ~ 
c.,,,,'IoIa:rather than inclusive of all areas of the curriculum. It is not 	 ",. ~ 

tiV~ 07expected that a gifted reader w ould demonstrate all or even 
s.~ 

1>- ihr- ... 
most of the listed behaviors. Hence, the behaviors are worded C~1X',.o, 

as to what adva nced and gifted readers may demonstrate in t~ 
~order to provide teachers with so me specific ideas regarding 
Ii> :.oLt

what giftedness looks and sounds like as children learn 
together. 

The list is organized into seven categories characteristic 
of advanced and gifted students (Kingore, 2001). All children 
may demonstrate some of the characteristics in these cate

~rt UOl.1t1.gories some of the time. For example , all children can and 
• tb:;M 

should engage in analytical thinking . However, advanced and .,~ 1Xff,· 
 

gifted students stand out in these categories as their responses 
 
are noticed as beyond expectations, more complex, accelerated, 
 
and higher-level than the behaviors of age-mates . 
 

Using these seven categories , a distinction between 
advanced and gifted students becomes cleare r. While 

advanced students may excel in one or more categories, 
gi fted stud ents typica lly excel in three o r more categories. Advanced read ers may 

on ly demonstrate ad vanced level s in reading (Jackson et ai, 1993), whereas gifted 
readers may also use their advanced readi ng abili ty to accelerate learning in other 
academic areas . 

~i ()Ill 

:,u. rut-

t. _ ~ 
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However bright students may be, they are less likely to demonstrate 
advanced or gifted performance if learning experiences are limited to the regu lar, 
grade-level reading curriculum. Duke (2000) found informational texts almost nonex
istent in first grade classrooms, yet gifted readers demonstrate a voracious appetite 
for nonfiction. Other studies admonish that instruction in most regular classes 
includes few, if any, provisions for advanced or gifted learners (Ross, 1993; 

Westberg et ai, 1993). 

Students' behaviors can be perceived as positive or negative depending upon 
the situation and the observer (Ki ngore, 2001). Richert (1997; 1982) noted that 
behaviors interpreted as negative tend to screen gifted students out of consideration 
for gifted programs. Slocumb and Payne (2000) stress that teachers must consider 
both positive and negative behaviors if students from poverty are to be recog nized 
for their gifted potentials . Thus, both the positive and negative manifestations of gift
edness are included in this overview . To accent the relationship between both points 
of view, the negative behaviors are correlated to the positive gifted characteris tic 
that may be associated. 

Categories of Characteristics 
of Advanced and Gifted Readers 

POSITIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

Advanced Language 

• Reads one to five years or more above grade level 
• Is articulate; has advanced oral skills and a strong vocabulary 
• Uses language ability to display leadership qualities 
• R ads differently fo r different purposes or materia ls 

Analytical Thinking 

• Demonstra tes complex and abstract thi nking when responding to text 
• Works an advanced problem to its con clusion 
• Connects ideas across a range of circumstances and materials 
• Enjoys logic prob lems, complex puzzles, and word games 

Understanding Advanced and Gifted Reade rs 6 



Meaning Motivation 

• 	 Makes philosophical statements that exceed expectations for age 
• 	 Prefers to work independently 
• 	 Concentrates/reads for long periods of time on a topic of personal, interest 
• 	 Asks penetrating, intellectual questions 

Perspective 

• 	 Is creative or inventive in approaches to problems 
• 	 Oral interpretations and written responses represent multiple points of view 
• 	 Draws pictures from unexpected angles and dimensions 
• 	 Infers possibilities missed by peers: It could also mean that... 

Sense of Humor 

• 	 Understands humor and puns missed by age peers in a story 
• 	 Uses figurative language for humorous effect 
• 	 Has a more sophisticated sense of humor and understands adults' jokes 
• 	 Enjoys books with multiple layers of humor 

Sensitivity 

• 	 Wants to discuss character motivation with a depth that exceeds the interest 
of peers 

• 	 Expresses concern for human needs in the story, community, and world 
• 	 Verbally or nonverbally demonstrates concern for the feelings and motivations 

of characters, peers, or adults 
• 	 Seeks resolution for anything perceived as injustice 

Accelerated Learning 

• 	 Seeks and enjoys advanced-level challenges 
• 	 Requires minimum repetition for mastery of language arts skills 
• 	 Displays musical, artistic, numerical, mechanical, or intel,lectual abilities beyond 

expectations for age 
• 	 Wants to read and develop a depth and complexity of information about a 

topic beyond the interests or attention span of most classmates 
• 	 Accesses data with ease using an unexpected variety of technological tools 

and printed resources 

Adapted from the KOI (Kingore, 2001) 
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NEGATIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
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• Is self-critical; impatient with failures 
• Appears bored with routine curriculum 
• Makes jokes or puns at inappropriate times 
• Refuses to do rote homework 
• Shows erratic behavior; easily upset ; overreacts 
• Does messy work 
• Is demanding of teachers' and other adults ' time 
• Dominates other children 
• Seems intolerant of others 
• Is reluctant to move to another topic 

• 

• 

· 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

· 
• 

· 
· 
• 

· 
• 
• 
• 

· 

· 

• 
• 

• 

. 

. 

• 

· 
• 
• 
• 

· 
· 

Adapted from Ri chert (1997, 1982) and Kingore (2001). 

Expectations to Ponder 

.~__......................_.. .. ... -.. ... - -... -.-. . m··.. . _.......... .. ............................... .... .......... ... ..... -........_ ___ 
 

Advanced and gifted readers are children first and need to be valued for who 
they are, not what they are . Consider the following points as you plan appropriate 
learn ing experiences to match the readiness level of advanced readers . 
• The younger the ch ild, the more inconsistent the test behaviors (Jackson & 

Roller, 1993; Roede ll et aI., 1980). 
• Children may have gifted heads and hearts , but their hands are more age-bound . 

Gifted primary children may have poor coordi nation and may not enjoy lengthy 
written tasks (Kingore , 2001). 

• Many gifted ch ildren are asynchronous--the levels of their cognitive , social , and 
physical development vary. Sk ills in some academ ic areas may be signif icantly 
above age expectations while other areas may match regul ar curriculum expec
tati ons (Silverman, 1993). 

Unders tanding Ad vanced and Gifted Readers 8 



• Children can be advanced in reading and not in other academic areas . All preco
ci ous readers are not necessari ly gifted. All gifted children are not necessaril y 
advanced in reading (Jackson & Roller, 1993) . 

• The most sophisticated and enthusiastic precocious readers are those children who 
have driven their parents and teachers to keep up with them (Jackson & Roller, 1993). 

• Reading materials for advanced and gifted readers need to be sufficiently challenging 
and engaging yet appropriate in content. Materials should match both thei r linguistic 
and social/emotional development (Polette, 2000; Jackson & Roller, 1993). 

• Many talented students become underachievers in later grades if their learni ng 
environments are unchallenging (Reis et ai , 1995). 

• Recognizing that some students have gifted potentials does not make them more 
important or more valuable. Having gifted potential means that students learn dif 
ferently tha n others--not th at they are better than others (Kingore, 2001) . 

Girted Readers Like... 

A classic study by Dole and Adams (1983) , surveyed gifted students to eli cit 
th eir perceptions of the most important att ri butes of good reading materials. A sum 
mary of those findings is included here . 

Sophisticated beginning-to-read books 
• N uanced language 
• Multidimensional ch aracters 
• Visually inventive picture books 
• Playful th inking 
• Unusual connections; finding patterns and parallels within and among books 
• Abstractions and analogies 
• A blend of fantasy and non-fiction 
• Extraordinary quantities of information about a favorite topic 
• Books about gifted children 

Use this informa tion as a guide to prepare questions for surveying gifted stu
dents in your class or even all of the gifted students in you r school. What do they most 
like or dislike about re ad ing? What do th ey most want in books and sto ri es ? Wha t 
makes them pick up a book and want to read it? We can better custom ize readi ng 
instruction to challenge advanced readiness leve ls and motivate gifted learners when 
we understand how to more closely match their preferences and in terest. 

Reading Strategies for Advanced Primary Readers 9 
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AUTHE IC 
ASSESSMENT: 

OOCU ENTATION 
OF EARN NG 

Strategy Introduction 

Assessment drives instruction as it documents that 
learning has occurred and guides which instructional objec
tives to pursue. To be authentic, assessment must be ongoing , 
occur in natural learning situations, and involve real learning 
tasks. Those tasks should require students to generate 
responses rather than choose among descriptors, as in a 
forced choice response. 

It is important to use a balance of data from authentic 
assessments and standardized tools. A combination of tests 
and assessments ensures a more accurate cons ideration of 
the multiple facets of children's talents. 

For the gifted primary re ader, comprehension should 
be assessed authentically. A test in which students list the 
name of the main cha racter and bubble-in the main idea lim
its the gifted student's opportunities to demonstrate more 

advanced interpretations. Oral summaries via tape recorders, 
creatio n of a hyper- studio stack for use by other students, 
read ing/writing logs, and other creative, open -ended options 

provide broader opportu ni ties to demonstrate comprehension 
depth and complexity. 
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Assessment tasks provide tangible evidence of students' understanding and 
growth before instruction begins (preassessment) , as instruction progresses (forma 
tive assessment), and at the end of a segment of instruction (summative assessment) 
(Tomlinson, 2002). Many teachers need a larger repertoire of authentic assessment 
procedures to implement with their students, so a variety of options are discu ssed in 
this section. 

Read ing Recommendations for Advanced Learners 

Authentic assessment is applicable to the following reading recommendations that are listed on page 

three: 1,2,4,6, 10, and 11. 

Texas State Plan for the Education of Gifted/Talented Students 

Several statements in the Texas State Plan (2000) support incorporating authentic assessment for 

documentation of the learning achievements of gifted students. 

School districts assure an array of learning opportunities that are commensurate with the abilities 

of gifted/talented students .. (2 .1A; 3.1A; 19 TAC §89.3) 

Program options enable gifted/talented students to work together as a group, work with other 

students, and work independently ... (2.2A; 19 TAC §89.3(1)) 

School districts shall ensure that student assessment and services comply with accountability 

standards ... (2.6A; 10 TAC §89.5) 

Opportunities are provided for students to pursue areas of interest in selected disciplines through 

guided and independent research. (3.1.1 R) 
 

A continuum of learning experiences is provided that leads to the development of advanced-level 

products and/or performances . (3.2A; 19 TAC §89.3(2)) 

Student progress/performance in programs for the gifted is periodically assessed, and this 

information is communicated to parents or guardians. (3.6R) 

Overview 0'( Research 

Authentic assessment applications are required to provide curriculum and 
instruction appropriate for advanced and gifted learners. Researchers document the 
followin g. 
• Early assessment of a child's reading and writing ski ll s may faci litate the deve lop 

ment of appropriate curriculum for both precocious and slow-to-develop readers 
(Jackson & Roller, 1993). 

• Gifted learners should experience consistent opportunities to demonstrate previous 
maste ry before a parti cular un it of work is taught (Winebrenner, 2001 ). 
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• 	 Gifted readers may be able to read at a higher level than they can comprehend 
(Assouline , 1997). However, assessment may documen t that they also compre
hend at a higher level than adults assume. 

• 	 A curriculum to develop high potentials assesses both concrete and abstract 
products. Concrete prod ucts (skills and the range of things students produce) are 
vehicles through which abstra ct products are developed and applied. Abstract 
products are the more enduring and transferable outcomes of learning, includ ing 
frameworks of knowledge , ideas, problem-solving strategies, atti tud es, values, 
and self-efficacy (Tomlinson et ai, 2002). 

• 	 Effective curriculu m helps learners monitor their work to ensure competent 
approaches to problem solving. It involves students in setting goals for their 
learning and assessing the ir progress toward those goals (Tomlinson et ai, 2002). 

Applications 

II 
Types of Authentic Assessment 

A wide range of assessment processes are appropriate for primary learners . 
An alphabetized list of assessment techniques, their pu rposes , and their app lications 
to advan ced or gifted readers is shared on the next page. Teachers are encou raged 
to select from this li st the types of assessments that match their instructional priorities 
and students' needs. 

Uses of Authentic Assessment 

/ 	 Assessment Before Instruction 

Many ed ucato rs associate assess ing with testi ng; however, child ren may not 
demonstrate the range of the ir talents on a test. Hence, preassessment instead of 
pretesting is used to accent the incorporation of mu ltiple formats in addition to tests 
in order to gai n information about students. (The Appendix of th is publ ica tion elabo 
ra tes the values and process of using assessment to guide read ing instruction .) 
Resu lts from preassessments must be employed to gu ide teachers' use of curriculum 
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READING ASSESSMENT FOR ADVANCED READERS 

TEC HNIQUE PURPOSE ADVANCED READERS 

Assessment procedures Varies according to Often inappropriate; 

accompanying published publisher seldom geared to advanced 

grade-level materials readers ' leveis 

Checklists Guide observations Identify skill needs & pace 

Interest inventories Determine fiction and Plan independent reading, 

nonfiction reading interests learning activities/projects 

Literature circles Assess advanced comprehen Prompt depth and complexity 

sion, fluency , and level of interpretation 

Performance Tasks Integrate multiple skills at Determine transfer and 

appropriate readiness level independent application 

Portfolio Document advanced Prompt advanced-level 

achievement and growth responses and products 

Process interviews or Gain insight into student's Assess independent 

conferences metacognitive processes strategies and achievement 

Records of independent Keep tra ck of quantity and Assess student's interests, 

reading and writing quality of reading attitudes, habits , and levels 

Responses to literature Assess comprehension, Prompt depth and comp lexity 

levels of reading, and use of of interpretation; assess 

word re cognition strategies achievement level 

Retelli ngs Assess comprehension and Prompt depth and complexity 

interpretations of interpretation 

Running records Assess fluency and transfe r of Identify skill needs 

decoding strategies 

Student self-evaluations Increase student responsibility Enhance motivation for 

for learning ; elicit student's excellence rather than only 

perceptions fo cusing on a grade 

Teacher-selected reading Assess comprehension, word Compare growth over time ; 

samples recognition strategies , fluency , insure that beyond grade

and readiness level level growth continues 
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compacting, tiered assignm ents , and flexible groups. Preassessment is needed to 
accomplish the following: 
• Determine students ' instructional reading levels and ski ll needs . 
• Group students flexib ly by readiness and skills that need to be learned. 
• Analyze students' application of reading strategies . 
• Provide information for selecting and pacing appropriate instructional materia ls . 

TYPES OF ASSESSMENT THAT CAN BE USED AS PREASSESSMENTS 

..J Checklists ::J Records of independent reading 
CJ Interest inventories 0 Running records 
U Observations 0 Students ' self-evaluations 

Perform ance tasks 0 Teachers '-selected readi ng samples 
0 Process interviews 0 Writing samples 

/ Formative and Summative Assessments 

Formative assessments should occur throughout a unit of study to guide a 
teacher's instructional decis ion-making. Checklis ts, participation in literature circles, 
observations, process interviews, retellings , and running records are some exam
ples that are effective for the feedback a teacher needs to determine the pa cing of 
reading instruction. 

Summative assessments document students ' levels of achievement fo llowing 
in struction and guide the flexib le regrouping of students for reteach ing or advancing 
to the next instructional segment. Performance tasks, products from students' 
responses to literature , reteliin gs, and students' self-evaluations are effective exam
ples of summative assessments in reading . 

/ Students' Self-assessments 

Students increase th eir res ponsibility for their own learning by assessing 
their work before it is graded or shared w ith others . One focus of self-assessm ent 
with pri ma ry-aged chi ldren is the use of metacognitive responses (developed later 
in thi s section ). A second focus is the use of ru brics. 

Rubrics are gu idelines to quality . They pro vide a c learer vi ew of the merits 
and demerits of students' work than grades alone can communicate. Rubrics show 
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stud ents how they are responsible for the grades they earn rather than to con tinue 
to view grades as something someone gives them (Kingore, 2002) . Pictorial rubrics 
are effective for children with l imited reading and writ ing development. To use th e 
example on the next page, a student or teacher fills in the ki nd of product or task 
at the top of the rubric . In the blanks at the bottom of the form, teache rs fill in th eir 
preferred evaluation scale, such as less than expected, appropriate work, very well 

done, and outstanding work. After modeling and successful experiences wi th mu lti 
ple rubrics, some gifted learners may be able to develop their own ru bri cs and other 
methods to assess their independent study projects (Winebrenner, 2001). 

The criteria on a rubric should inform students what attributes to incl ude in a 
product to demonstrate their understanding of the information they acquire . Criteri a 
must accent con tent rather than just focus on appearance and how to comp lete the 
product. With advanced and gifted learners the emphasis should include depth and 
complexity. 

Complexity Too simple or 
not appropriate 

Simple informa
tion ; limited 
critical thinking 

Information shows 
critical thinking; 
compares and 
contrasts 

Beyond expected 
level, analyzes 
from multiple 
points of view 

Content 
depth 

Needs more 
information or 
more accurate 
Information 

Needs to add 
depth or 
elaboration 

Covers topic well; 
develops tnforma
tion beyond facts 
and details 

PrecIse; in-depth; 
supports content 

Adapted from: Rubrics and More! (Kingore, 2002) 

/ Determining Interests 

Teachers use ongoing assessment of students' interests and learning profi les 
for the purpose of matching instructional tasks to students' needs (Toml inson, 1999). 
Interest inventories , interviews, and conferences provide insights into students ' 
in terests and passions , thus gu iding opportunities for tea cher-suggested and stu
dents' self-selected reading materia ls . Adva nced and gifted reade rs need time to 
pursue the ir in terests throu gh reading. They requi re access to f iction materials and 
inform ati onal texts several grade leve ls above th e cl ass averag e to continue their 
read ing development. 
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~ ~ 
I I 
1. Complete and deta il ed 

2. Content and information 

I wro I wrote a 
little. 

I wrote some. 
I learned. 

I wrote 
interesting 
information. 
I tried to 
learn more. 

3. Organization 

4. Neat and attractive 

IiIII.. Reprinted wi th permission : Kingore, B. (2002) . Rubrics and Morel ~ 
_ _______~ : ~ Associates P u b~l in~ .•• A~us~t~in~~Profess i ona l ::..:~ i s~h~ g .:...__________ 
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My goal is _______~___________ 

What I will do to achieve my goal ___________ 

When I want to reach my goal _____________ 

On the back, write what you accomplish. 

/ Goal Setting 

As active participants in their learning, students are encouraged to review 
their work, assess its strengths, and then set goals for growth and development. 
Most primary students need modeling and assistance to 'learn how to set realistic, 
appropriate goals and plan specific steps to accomplish their goals. Goal setting is 
particularly useful to increase independence when advanced and gifted students 
work on rep lacement tasks and independent or guided studies . The contract exam
ples in Curriculum Compacting serve as effective next steps after goal setting . 

II 
Student-Managed Portfolios 

Farr (1998) describes a portfolio as evidence of the student's progress 
as a thinker and language user. Kingore (1999) describes a portfolio as 
a systematic collection of student work selected largely by that student 
to provide information about the student's attitudes, motivation, levels of 
achievements, and growth over time. 

Portfolios offer a concrete record of the development of students' talents and 
achievements during a year or more. In classrooms where all students develop 
portfolios, the portfolio process enables each student to be noticed for the level of 
products he or she produces. In this manner, portfolios increase inclusion instead 
of exclusion by providing multiple opportunities for chi!dren from every population 
to demonstrate talents and gifted potential. Portfolio assessment allows schools to 
honor the diversity of students and discover the strengths of each learner. 
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Examples of Portfolio Products 
PRODUCT EXPLANATION PURPOSE 

Art 

Audio tapes 

Computer 
products 

Dictations 

Graphs or 
charts 

Photographs 

Reading 
level 

Research 

Video tape 

Written 
products 

Art pieces should include the child 's natural, 
creative explorations and interpretations 
(rather than crafts). 

The child tapes story retellings, explanations of 
advanced concepts, philosophical viewpoints , 
musical creations, problem solutions, and ideas. 

Document computer skills through applications 
of more sophisticated software, word processing 
products, and programs created by the child. 

Write the child's dictated explanation of a prod
uct or process . Prompt these dictations with 
statements such as: "Tell me about your work, " 
or "Tell me how you did that." 

Some children produce graphs or charts to rep
resent relationships, formulate problems, illus
trate math solutions, and demonstrate the 
results of independent investigations. 

Photograph the child 's math patterns, creative 
projects, dioramas, SCUlptures, constructions, 
experiments , models, or organizational systems. 

Duplicate one or two examples of text the child 
reads independently. Include the child's reflec
tion of the book to demonstrate analysis skills. 
Date the product. 

Gifted students usually have information and 
expertise beyond the age-level expectations in 
one or more areas . Share examples of the 
independent studies pursued by the child. 

Video tapes are wonderful ways to document 
performing arts, the child's learning process, 
and oversized products. Limit tape entries to 
three to five minutes to encourage the child to 

plan the presentation. 

Provide examples of original works written by 
the child including stories, reports, scientific 
observations, poems , or reflections. 

Art reflects developmental levels, interests , 
graphic talents, abstract thinking, and cre

ativity. 

Audio tapes verify vocabulary, fluency, cre
ativity , high-order thinking, and concept 
depth . 

Computer-generated products indicate com
puter literacy, analysis , content-related acade
mic skills, and applied concepts. 

Dictations increase adults' understanding of 
the why and how of what children do. It may 
indicate advanced vocabulary, high-level 
thinking, fluency, and content depth. 

Graphs or charts demonstrate specific skills 
or concepts applied in the task , high-level 
thinking, data recording strategies, and orga
nizational skills . 

Photographs represent three-dimensional 
products . They provide a record when no 
paper product is feasible . 

Text samples help document reading level 
and the child's sophistication when interpret
ing advanced-level material. 

Research products reveal specific interests , 
synthesis, content depth, and complexity of 
the learner's thinking. 

A video presents a significant visual record 
and integration of skills and behaviors. When 
recording group interactions, a video can 
demonstrate interpersonal and leadership 
skills. 

Written products may demonstrate advanced 
language , thinking, organization , meaning 
construction, concept depth, and complexity . 

Adapted from: Kingore, B. (2000) . Parent assessment of giftedness : Using portfolios Tempo , XX (2), 6-8 
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Primary-aged children can learn to be responsible for organizing and manag
ing a portfolio of their work that documents agreed-upon criteria. Children learn to file 
the ir selected work in the back of their portfolio so it approximates a chronological 
order and clarifies growth over time . Increasing emphasis on students' self-reflections 
and making judgments about their products is one of the values of portfolios for all 
children . 

Values of Portfolios for Advanced and Gifted Children 
• Products can be assessed for a level of depth and complexity appropriate for 

advanced-level products . 
• Products can demonstrate all areas of giftedness. 
• The portfolio can be shared with parents or other professionals to document the 

growth and achievements of gifted students. 
• Portfolios provide examples of superior work for gifted students to share among 

themselves as models to challenge ever-increasing levels of excellence. 

However, portfolios will not document advanced and gifted potentials if they 
are limited to a collectio n of grade-level tasks. Only to the degree that portfoli os 
include children's highest levels of performance on a wide array of challenging tasks 
can the portfolio process substantiate giftedness. With young children, portfo lios 
must incl ude more th an just paper and pencil products to document their range of 
giftedness. Examples of products for a portfolio with an explanation and purpose for 
each are included in this section . 

II 
Metacognition 

As childre n read in schoo l, they need to be guided in their development of 
metacognitive or self-monitoring strategies so that these important skills become an 
internalized part of their regula r reading behavior (Cecil, 1995). Metacognition is 
referred to as thinking about thinking. It invites children to bring their thinking to a 
conscious level and provides a wi ndow that increases adults' understanding of stu
dents' behaviors . A parent reported that her second-grade daughter did not want to 
pa rt icipate in a discussion about a book she had immensely enjoyed, because "I 
have already discussed it with myself." Since gifted readers are so consciously 
involved in introspection, teachers should continually analyze students' behaviors 
and talk with them to make sense of what is occurring in learn ing si tuations. 
(Abilock , 1999) 
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Teachers can prom pt metacognitive responses with young children throug h 
one or more reflective questions, such as the following . Children can respond orally 
to these metacognitive qu estions or write brief responses to explain their th inking. 
The last four questions approach a more complex interpretation particularly appro
priate for advanced and gifted stUdents. 

META COGNITIVE QUESTIONS 

• Tell me about your work. 
• What did you thi nk was easy to do and hard to do? 
• What changes would you want to make? 
• What is the most important thing you learned from this? 
• What do you do w hen you are reading and you find a word you do not know? 
• When might it be a good idea to reread something? 
• Why do you th ink that is so? 
• How did the author cause you to infer/conclude that? 
• What evidence can you use to support that? 
• If you did not know, w hat would you do to get the most information? 

/ Think-alouds 

Think-aloud is a metacognitive strategy th at teachers initially model with stu
dents and then encourage stUdents to practice in small groups . In this app roach, 
teach ers verbally share with students the cognitive processes or thinking th at they 
go through as they read . Consider th e following partial think-aloud a teacher models 
for learn ing to infer main ideas. 

As I read through th is paragraph I can immediately tell that the topic of 
it is space travel because it mentions outer space, rockets , and planets . 
Even though mention is made of early pioneers, I can see that this is 
only a point of comparison. I notice that all of the points compared show 
me how early pioneer travel and space travel have been similar 
(Cooper, 1993, 459). 

Th ink-alouds must be done within the context of a specific text to avoid the 
activity becoming nothing more than modelin g of an iso lated skill (Ro ehler & Duffy, 
1991 ). Teachers can use thin k-alouds to model high-level comprehens ion processes 
with advanced pri mary students. 
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/ Reading Logs 

Reading logs (or journa ls ) are reading records and responses that ch ildren 
complete individually. The logs include lists of completed books and interesting 
books to read, interpretations and reactions to the materials read, and questions to 
pursue through other readings or discussions. Students should write entries several 

times a week . If the logs are completed less often, they may be vi ewed by students 
as less important and, therefore , deserving of limited effort. 

/ Product Captions =. ,,,,--___L..>.Fe"-,-".liC~)Q _ 
[ waDted to put thi! in my portfolio btcalM:Metacognition intensifies the .li [am plOUd of mg worl 

assessment value of portfolios for young o I tooi tiJrwl and thought hard. 

children. Children select a product for 
their portfolio and staple on a caption (a 
brief statement that reflects their thinking 
about their work) . The caption can be a 
sentence children write on a blank paper 

~- ----- -- -------- - -- -- ------ -- --- - ---- - - ------------- - --- -- - --- -- ---- --- ----- - ------- --

< 
NAME _ _____ ___ _ _ _____ _ DATE _ _ _________ 

I wanted to put this in my portfolio because: 

o I am proud of my work. 

o I took time and thought hard. 

f-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- j 

f--- ----------------------------- -- ---- ------- -------- -------- --- ------------- ----- ----------j 

111_____
-------~ Rep rin ted with perm ission: Kingo re, B. (1999). Assessment, 2nd ed . Aus tin Pro fessional Associates Publ ishing. 
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or a simple duplicated form children complete . In the example form on the previous 
page, children write their name, date, check a criterion statement, and/or write a 
response. Some young children like to draw a face to show how they feel about th eir 

work . 

Captions for portfolio products can also list learning standards that advanced 
and gifted students check to substantiate the learning objectives applied in their 
replacement tasks and independent or guided studies. An example of this metacog
nitive device follows . Captions with standards encourage students to be responsible 
for their own learning , think about what they are learning, and consider what they still 
want to learn . The captions crystallize the harmony of the concrete product and the 
product's abstract quality of more enduring learning, such as frameworks of knowl
edge, strategi es, attitudes, and self-efficacy (Tomlinson et ai , 2002). As adults review 
products , these captions document a student's learning so redundan t activit ies can 
be avoided. 

~---------------------- --- - ---------------------------- - -- - - ----- --------------- -- - ----

... 
o 

ro 
c 
m 

\) 

NAME _ _ _____ _____ _ 

This work shows th at I can 

I feel 

Demonstrated object ives / skills: 

o Cause and effect 

Points of view 

o Sequential order 

DATE __________ 

o Surnrnar'j 

o Understanding feeli ngs 
of characters 

Adapted from: Kin go re, B . (1999) . As :;!~s s men t , 2nd ed . Austin: Profess ion al Assoc iates Pu blishi ng. 
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CU C LUM 
COM ACTI G 

Strategy Introduction 
....._"........- .........._---_...._----•.._...... __.._........__ ... .. ,.........__. 

T 
Curricu lum compacting is an instructional strategy 

designed to adapt the regular curriculum by eliminating work 
tha t has been mastered and streamlining content to a pace 
commensura te with gifted students' readiness. Advanced 
students fami liar wi th a topic can demonstrate mastery on an 
assessment before the content is Introduced in class . These 
students require engagement in replacement material 
instead of redundant work in what they already know. 
Compact ing is appropriate for gifted learners because it pro
vides an educational option that challenges learners and 
affords students who demonstrate high levels of achievement 
the time to pursue differentiated activities . 

There are several basic principles to consider when 
compacting. 
• Teachers must be very knowledgeable of the objectives 

and content of a topic in order to accurately assess what 
information is new or redundant for each student. 

• Pre-instruction assessment is required to determine areas 
of mastery. 

• Grades must be based on the curriculum compacted (what the student has mas
tered ), ra ther than the replacement material. 

• Students must have vested interest in the replacement task , and the replacement 
tasks shou ld involve advanced and accelerated conten t rather than enrichment 
only. 
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Curriculum compacting is a sign ifican t di fferentiation strategy for advanced or 
gifted learners who typically requi re less repetition . These students learn ski lls and 
concepts more rapidly in their areas of giftedness and therefore need to proceed at 
a faster pace. 

Reading Recommendalions for Advanced Learners 

Curricu lum compacting is applicable to the following reading recommendations that are listed on 

page three: 1,2, 3,4 , 5, 6, 7,8, 9, and 10. 

The Texas State Plan for the Education of GiftedfTalenled Students 

Several statements in the Texas State Plan (2000) support curriculum compacting for gifted students. 

Servi ces for gifted/talented students are comprehensive, structured, sequenced , and appropriately 

challenging , including options in the four (4) core academic areas .. . (2.1.1 E) 

Flexible grouping patterns and independent invest igations are em ployed in the four (4) core 

academic areas . (2 .2R; 3 .3R) 

Flexib le paci ng is employed , allowing students to lea rn at the pace and level appropriate for 

their abilities and skills . (2.4.1 R) 

District administrators, counsel ors , and teachers actively faCilitating accelerated options. (2.4E) 

Opportunities are provided to accelerate in areas of student strengths. (3.3A; 19 §89.3(3» 

Scheduling modificati ons are implemen ted in order to meet the needs of individual students. 

(3.3E) 

Overview o£ Research 

~.......-......... ... -_._-----_.• -...- .............................-......................_-_...__._-----_..._... 

Researchers document the need for curricu lum compacting as a strategy to 
differentiate instruction for advanced and gifted students. 
• Gifted and talented elementary school stud ents will have mastered from 35 to 

50 percent of the curricu lum to be offered in the five basic subject areas before 
they begin the school year (Ross, 1993). 

• As much as 50 percent of the current grade-level curri culum could be elim inated 
for advanced and gifted students without lowering achievement test resu lts 
(Reis et aI. , 1992). 

• By grade five , 78 to 88 percent of students can pass pretes ts on basal compre
hension ski ll s before the material is presented wi th an accuracy of 92 percent 
for average students and 93 percent for above-average students (Taylor & Frye, 
1988). 
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• 	 With min imal train ing, teachers can effectively identify and eliminate already
mastered material (Reis et aI. , 1992). 

• 	 Teachers in successful reading programs organize flexible and purposeful groups 
based upon children's instructional needs and adjust instructional practices 
acco rd ing to how well and how quickly the children progress (Texas Reading 
Initiative, 1997) . 

• 	 The majori ty of regular classroom teachers in all reg ions of the country make few, 
if any, provisions for advanced or gifted learners (Archambault, 1993; Ross, 1993; 
Westberg et al. . 1993). 

Applications 

Curriculum Compacting 

Steps in Compacting the Curriculum 
1. Identify relevant learning objectives . 
2. Incorporate preassessment using fo rmal and/or in formal procedures to identify 

students who demonstrate mastery of some or all of the objectives . 
3. 	 Implement appropria te instruction through the fo llowing. 

a. El iminate practice and instruction in areas in which stUdents have mastered 
learning objectives . 

b. 	 Streamline instruction in the areas in which students have demonstrated 
achievement of some of the lea rning objectives. 

c . 	 Customize instruction for studen ts who have not mastered all of the objectives 
but who are capable of mastering the objectives at a more accelerated pace 
than classmates. 

4 Incorporate acceleration or replacement tasks for students who have demon
strated mastery of the learning objectives. 

5 Provide time for stUdents to part icipate in identified acceleration or replacement 
task options. 

6. 	 Maintain records to document the compacting process and the results for involved 
students. 
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A Curriculum Compacting Form 

The concept of compacting was originated by Joseph Renzulli and Linda Smith 
(Renzulli & Smith, 1978). The Cu rriculum Com pacting form located in th is section is 
an adaptation that incorpora tes Carol Tomlinson 's (1999) suggestions to include what 
the student already knows, which objectives the student has not mastered, and a plan 
for the student's meaningful and challenging use of time. A completed example of this 
form follows. For additional forms and elaboration , see Reis, Burns, and Renzulli 
(1992) or Winebrenner (2001). 

C urriculum C O lnpactin g 

S TU DEtIT Li.·:..J.n.:..leG/ ____ _ _ _ T EAl: HER FA(. ILlTA TI NG --,MY="'o...::5=.:..rYI ",-,e =-_ l1.:::.;"'--_ _ _ _ ""u ::!;b- _________ 

DA TE 5el?tember 15 

'yVHJ\T THE ST l lOENT f~ NOWS 

LlI1l1ea S IV/ciepencteY/[ reading skills emu comprehension level is 
three years above grade p laceW/em 

OlUMENTATI ON 

' ·~ ",~I/(Ilf t II •• (I I </·,(.iil " t 

(":" 01 (1 ! 'f i I " . i._! 'f JI .It-" f' t I ~m ii. I'" 

~tt~II"/1 Jc/ r..' I eo !:J1,1'" 

'W HA T T HE ST UD ENT DOE S NOT KNOW 

Hn spelling is 'It grCltfe level. 

RESOUR C ES 

/1".,11 fl . IfW'JlU!"'_'I'(/_ 

lV,)I! t" I ~ 

''''' )/ ,1 jii' ( .( >-!:> i JlG! ui! C(JJ I'1J)I, I , r 

REP LA CEM E NT TAS KS 

o She will f(!Ctci inclepenclenti'1 when the clas5 works Ql1skilis that she ha masterecl. "[he IIbrariarl will help her 
C/rcess mClterit;!/s ahout her interest tn ocean (m lrnals . 

o She will use the computer to write a book ClboJ,lt o(ecm life . 

• She WIll ioin Cln ac-/vcmcea group working with the teacher on WOIastems and reseC'lrth;nq wo,cI~ Ofpersomll 

il1terest 

KlT1 gore, B .. Ed. (2002). Readmg Strategies for Advanced PrimaI)l Readers _Austin : Texas Educat ion Agency. 
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Process Recommendations 

Educators new to the process might consider the following recommendations 
(Reis et aI., 1992; Siegle , 1999; Winebrenner, 200 1). 
• Begin slowly to perfect the process . Implement compacting wi th one or two 

responsible stud ents or a small group. 
• Focus on curri culum that is most appropriate for compacting . The writi ng 

process, for example , should not be compacted. 
• Select content with which teachers and students feel comfortable . . 
• Try a variety of methods to determine th e students ' mastery of the material. An 

ora l preassessment in the fo rm of a conversation with a student may be as 
effective as a written pretest. Document the conversation with dated notes and 
examples . 

• When needed , request help from avai lable sources , such as fellow teachers, 
parents, and community members . 

• Develop simple forms, such as a compacting form and learn ing contracts, so 
that students can maintain records instead of relying on the teacher's paper 
management. 

Learning Contracts 

Learn ing contracts support the curriculum compacting process by docu
menting the customized learni ng plan and process . They provide an opportunity for 
stUdents to work independently with some freedom wh ile maintaining the teacher's 
objectives. Contracts communicate what is expected and encourage students to be 
more responsible for their learning . Include working conditions (Winebrenner, 2001) 
to increase th e likelihood that a student's behaviors are appropriate for the learning 
environment and the requirements of the learning tasks. The Learning Contract form 
and Reading Contract form located in th is section are included as examples to 
model possibil ities . 
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L earning C ontract 

SUBJECTAREAS INVOLVED _____________________________________
_	 

WORKING CONDITIONS 
 

CRITERIA FOR THE PRODU CT ____________________________ 

DATE OF PROJECT COMPLETI ON ______ _________ 

I wi ll use at least these resources . 

... • 
r: 
1) •

"'0 
:J., 

My finished product will be _________________en 
'1' 
.£ 
I 

I will present my prod uct to ____________________________ 

STUDENT'S SIGNATURE _______________________________ 
 

DATE _________ 
 

TEACHER'S SIGNATURE _____________________________ _ 

DATE ________ 

Kingore, B., Ed . (2002). Reading Stra tegies for Advanced Primary Readers. Austin : Texas Educa tion Agency. 
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~ 
~ 

,
I. ] 

I will read _ _ _ ___ _____ __________ ______ 

by _________________________________________ 

This book has ___ ___ chapters or ________ pages. 

This is my pace for reading. 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

This is the activity I decided to do. 

This is how I will work. 

@ © © 
o I did not finish. I kept my pace. I finished early! 

I am on 

STUDENT'S SIGNATU RE 

DATE 

TEACHER'S SIGNATURE 

DATE 

~ 
Kingare, B., Ed. (2002). Reading Strategies for Advanced Primary Readers. Austin: Texas Educati on Agency. 
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Strategy Introduction 
.. ......................-.. ..---_....... ..............._._ ........ _._ ........ .. 

Tiered activities provide a way for al l students to work 
wi thin the same unit or content area yet still be challenged at 
the different levels they are individually capable of working. 
Tomlinson (1999 ) poses the analogy of a ladder to explain 
tiered assignments. The top rung represents students with 
very high skill and complexi ty of und erstand ing . The bottom 
rung re presents stud ents with fewer skills. As teachers think 
about students' readiness and decide where that lesson 
should be placed on the ladder, it becomes clear who needs 
another version of the lesson. 

Tiered assignments incorporate appropriately challenging 
tasks that vary in he content level of information, the thinking 
processes required , and the complexi ty of products students 
must create. These diverse assignments provide for varying 
learner differences by modifying learn ing conditions , providing 
leveled activ it ies, motivating students , and promoting success. 
They allow students to focus on the essentia l skills at diffe rent 
levels of complexity and abstractness . Such activi ties engage 
students beyond what they fi nd easy or comfortable, providing 
genuine challenge and helping them progress . 

When differentiating instruction with tiered activities, the teacher uses varied 
levels of activities to ensure that students explore id eas at a level that bu ilds upon 
what they already know and to facilitate their continued progression. The use of tiered 

Reading Strategies for Advanced Primary Readers 4 1 



assignments blends assessment and instruction. The teacher assesses what the 
child knows and prescribes learning experiences tha t address the subject material at 
the student's readiness level. 

Reading Recommendations for Advanced Learners 

Tiered activiti es are applicable to the following read ing recommendations that are listed on page 

three: 1, 3, 4. 5. 6,7,8 , 9, and 10. 

The Texas State Plan for the Education of GiftedlTa lented Studen ts 

Several statements in the Texas State Plan (2000) support tiered assignments for gifted students. 

School districts assure an array of learning opportunities that are commensurate with th e abiliti es 

of gifted/talented students .. . (2 .1 A; 3.1 A; 19 TAC §89.3) 

Servi ce s for gifted/talented students are comprehensive, structured, sequenced , and app ro

priately chall enging ... (2.1.1 E) 

Cu rriculum for gifted/talented students provides options in intellectual . creative, or artisti c 

areas; leadership; and specific field . (3.1 E) 

A continuum of learning experiences is provided th at leads to the development of advanced

leve l products and/or performances. (3 .2A; 19 TAC §89 .3(2)) 

Students at all grade levels are involved In experi ences th at re sult in the deve lo pme nt of 

soph istf ca te d products an d/or performances that are targeted to an audience outs ide the 

cla ssroom . (3.2 R) 

Students who have been served in a gifted program for one or more years will develop sophis

ticated products nd/or pe rforma nces assessed by external evaluators who are knowl edgeable 

in the field that is the focus of the product. (3.2E) 

Overvievv o~ Research 

-_._.............__......................................._-_._-----_ ............................. 

The need for tiered assignments to differentiate instruction is clearly substan
tiated by the following. 
• Observational studies indica te that activit ies that are geared to the entire class 

seldom help struggling learners or challenge above-grade-Ievel students to 
increase their think ing and expand their knowledge (Westberg et ai, 1993). 

• National reports document that most teachers incorporate almost no variations in 
their learning experiences despite the fact that students exhibit very different 
readiness levels (Ross, 1993) . 

• There is ample evidence that students are more successful in school and fi nd it 
more satisfying if they are taught in ways that are responsive to their readiness 
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levels (Vygotsky, 1986), interests (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997) , and learning profiles 
(Sternberg et aI. , 1998) . 

• Tomlinson (1999) advocates that teachers use tiered activities so all students can 
focus on the same essential understandings and ski lls at di fferent levels of com
plexity, abstractness , and open-endedness. Tiered assignments are relevant to 
advanced learners in mixed-ability classrooms when these tasks keep the activity's 
objective the same but provide routes of access at varying deg rees of depth and 
complexity. Thus, the teacher maximizes the like lihood that each student comes 
away with pivotal skills and key understandings at an appropriate challenge level. 

Applic ations 

~.._..._.................... _....._•._-_................_.............................._..................- ... ....... ....- ...- .-........_._................._... 

Steps in Developing a Tiered Activity 
1. 	 Select the concept, skill, or generalization to be addressed. 
2. 	 Determine students' readiness and/or interests. 
3. 	 Create an activity that challenges most students , is interesting, and promotes 

understanding of key concepts. 
4. 	 Va ry the activity appropriately for students with fewer skills. 
5. 	 Create additional activit ies that require high levels of thinkin g, are interesting , 

and use advanced resou rces and technology. Determine the complexity of each 
activity to document those that will challenge above-grade-Ievel students and 
gifted learners. 

6. Ensure that each student is assigned a variation of the activi ty that corresponds to 
that student's readiness level. 

The complexity of tiered acti vities is determined by the specific needs of the 
learners in a class. The levels of the activi ties beg in at the readi ness levels of the 
students and continue to stretch the students slightly beyond their comfo rt zones to 
promote continua l development. In classes wi th below grade-level learners, the 
lowest tier wou ld respond to tha t level. In classes in whi ch all stud ents are at or 
above grade level, the lowest tier would respond to grade-level or even above 
grade-level read iness . All tiers require teacher modeling and support. 

There is no absolute number of levels of tiered activi ties. Sometimes two are 
sufficient; at other times, th ree to five or more work better to match the wide ran ge 
of learners. he following lesson examples are tiered in process and product 
according to readiness . 
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II 
Nursery Rhymes and Traditional Literature 

Every student in the class listens to nursery rhymes to develop phonemic 
awareness. They also read familiar rhymes together and identify rhyming words . By 
identifying the problems in a rhyme and examining how different characters resolve 
them, students gain a greater understanding of character tra its and problem solving . 

Tier I 
• The teacher writes on the board and discusses four words from diffe rent nursery 

rhymes . Students are given a happy-face sticker to place on the tip of one finger. 
They listen as the teacher reci tes well known rhymes and raise their sticker when 
they hear a word that rhymes with one on the board . 

• The teacher and students read together another familiar rhyme. They identify the 
rhyming words, and students name and list addi tional words that rhyme. 

• The teacher presents a list of nursery rhyme characters . Together, the group 
bra instorms and lists a problem experienced by each . Then , they add a star 
beside the name of each character if the problem was solved. 

• During independent work time, students crea te a web with a problem in the center, 
listing the characters who experienced th is problem in the connecting circles. 

U lie Boy Blue 

UttIe MISS Muffet 

Lost 
something 

Three Blind Mice 

Little Bo Peep 

Tier II 
• Students are given a happy-face sticker to place on the tip of one fi nger. They 

listen as the teacher reci tes a well known nu rsery rhyme. The teacher and stu
dents then read the same rhyme together. They stop at the end of each line, and 
students ra ise their sticke r as they th ink of another word that rhymes with the 
last word. The teacher and students lis t the rhyming words and then discuss 
what they observe about the spe ll ing patterns and differences among the 
rhyming words. 

• After discussing determination as a trait of the ltsy Bitsy Spider, the group analyzes 
the spider's problem and how the spider used that trait to solve the problem. 
Students then work in pairs to decide a trait of another nursery rhyme character 
and how that character used tha t trait to solve the problem. 
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• 	 Following the teachers' model, the students write analogies comparing two 
diverse characters. 
 
_ ____ is like _____ because __________ _ 
 
_ ____ is like _ ____ when ___ _______ _ 

Humpty Dumpty is like Jack and Jill because they all fell down. 

The cow who jumped over the moon is l ike Mirette on that high wIre because they 

both did something very hard to do. 

• 	 During independent work time, students demonstrate their understa nding of a 
character by writing and illustrati ng what th ey think happens next in a nu rsery 
rhyme of their choice. 

As a culminating acti vity for both tiers, gather in a la rge group to read and 
reci te favorite rhymes and discuss what each group learned. Together, construct a 
graph to determine which rhymes are the favorites of the children in the class. 

Which nursery rhyme is your favorite? 

~?---------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------- ---------10 --- ------------- ------------------ ----- ------------ -----------------8 
6 

4 

2 
5 --  --- 

55 --  ----------------- 
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Novel Study 

Another example of a lesson using tie red activi ties involves comparison/ 
contrast and cause/effect within a novel or between novels. Tier I analyzes 
cause/effect situations and compares information within one novel. Tiers II , III, and 
IV analyze cause/effect and compare/ contrast between two novels . Every student 
in the class reads Chaco/ate Fever. However, Tier II also reads The Chocolate 
Touch, and Tiers III and IV also read Charlie and the Chocola te Factory. All stu 
dents are involved in an alyzing text. The tasks vary in the kinds of interpretations 
and sophistication of products they require . 
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Tier I 
Chocolate Fever 

by Robert Smith 

• The teacher presents a list of five causes in the story . Students review the story 
to determine the effect of each. The teacher records the effects. 

CAUSE: Why? EFFECT: What happened? 

1. 

2. 

Henry's parents let him eat as 

much chocolate as he wants. 

He eats chocolate with every 

meal. 

• Select two of the cause/effect situations to compare. Discuss which is funnier and 
which is more important to the story. 

• Students work with the teacher and use a Venn diag ram (see Visual Tools , page 
74) to compare and contrast the main character at the beginning and at the end of 
the book. Then, brainstorm and lis t together the events that caused the character 
to change. 

T ier II 
Chocolate Fever 	 The Chocolate Touch& 
 

by Robert Smith by Patrick CatUng 
 

• Studen ts create a story map (see Visual Tools , page 76) for each novel. 
• Students use the information on their story maps to compare and contrast the two 

stories on a Venn diagram (page 74). 
• Discuss what might happen if Henry and John became friends . Based upon the 

characters' development and the information in both books, list and illustrate the 
varied and unusual effects that might occur. 

Tier III 
Chocolate Fever Charlie and the Chocolate Factory& 

by Robert Smith by Roald Dahl 

• Based upon an analysis of the character, discuss the possibl e effec ts if Henry 
found himself in Willy Wonka 's factory . 
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• 	 Students forecast a list of the many va ried and unusual effects that might occur if 
Wi lly Wonka and Sugar Cane were to become partners. Nex t, stu dents work in 
small groups using specific information from both stories to create a visual product 
that illustrates the results . 

• 	 Each student writes a letter to Roald Dahl or Robe t Smith explain ing the simi
lari ties and differences of the other author's work. 

Tier IV 
Chaco/ate Fever Charlie and the Chocolate Factory& 
by Robert K. Smith by Roald Dahl 

• Ba sed upon an analysis of both books , studen ts deba te whether or not either 
book will be va lued as a classic by futu re generations. Students develop criteria 
to eva luate the rel evancy of the theme for fu ture youth s, the appropriaten ess of 
the characterizations in a globa l SOciety, and the significance of the issues posed 
in each book. Each debater represents a specific book character or someone with 
a relationship to the book, such as the author, publisher, librarian, literary critic, or 
reader. 
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FLEXIBLE 
G au I G 

Strategy Introduction 
...................................._--_... -.~..- ..........................................~ ......--......- ...-..........


Grouping within the classroom is essential in order to 
provide the optimal learning envi ronmen t for all students. 
Flexible grouping is the practice of short-term grouping and 
regrou ping students in respo nse to th e ins tructional objec
tives and students ' needs . It contrasts with more stagnant 
grouping procedures in which students are placed in the 
same group or given whole-group instruction for all or most 
of the school year. Flexible groups are fluid . In any week, a 
child may work independently , be in one group fo r a specific 
purpose , and then participate in other groups to accomplish 
di fferent objectives. In a differen tia ted class room that uses 
flexible grouping practices. who le-class instruction can also 
be used for in troductory information and group-building 
experien ces. 

Flexible grouping seeks to avoid the stigma of label ing 
children by their ability levels. and it recognizes that no single 
group placement matches all of a chi ld's needs. With fl exible 
grouping , students are assigned to groups In varied ways 
and for varied purposes . Students can be grouped by skil l , 
readiness , abili ty , interest, learning style, or for socialization . 
Grouping can take place within a classroom, among grade-level classrooms, across 
grade levels, throughout an entire school, or even between schools . 
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Reading Recommendations for Advanced Leamers 

Flexible groupi ng is applicable to the following reading recommendations that are listed on page 

three: 1, 4, 5,6, 8, and 10. 

The Texas State Plan for the Education of Giftedffalented Students 

Multiple statements in the Texas State Plan (2000) support flexible grouping for gifted students. 

Services for gifted/ta len ted students are comprell ensive , structured , seq uenced, and app ro 

priately chall eng ing ... (2 .1.1E) 

Prog ra m opti ons enable gifted/talented students to work together as a group, work with other 

students, and work independentl y .. (2.2A; 19 TAC §89 .3(1)) 

Flex ible grouping patterns and independent investigations aTe employed ... (2.2R; 3.3R) 

Flexibl e pacing is employed , allowing students to lea rn at the pace and level appro pri ate for 

thei r abiliti es and skills. (2.4 .1 R) 

Opportunit ies are prov ided fo r students to pursue areas of interest in selected disciplines 

through guided and independent re search . (3. 1.1 R) 

Overview of Research 
---~-.-...- ......-.-.... ..-............-.--.......................-.,.,." ...... .... ........ ,........ _--_._.__..........._.. ............................. 

The case for flexible grouping of students is strongly supported in ed ucational 
literature with multiple stud ies detailing its positive effects. 
• The Texas Reading Initiative (1997) noted that teachers in successfu l readi ng 

programs organize flexible and purposeful groups based upon child ren's instruc
tiona l needs and adjust in structional practices according to how well and how 
quickly the children progress . 

• The National Reading Panel (2000) reports that read ing ski ll instruction is most 
effective when teaching children in small groups. 

• Kulik (1992) detailed the advantages of ability grouping, and found that the 
greatest effects were real ized when the curricu lum was adjusted to the aptitude 
levels of th e groups. 

• Schuler (1997) surveyed 69 school districts in 29 states using cluster grouping. She 
concluded that gifted students benefit from th is program approach and noted that 
cluster grouping may have a positive effect on the achievement of all students. 

• Gentry (1999) documented the posi tive effects of cluster grouping and reported 
that flexib le grouping provided numerous benefi ts to all students and teachers . 

• Rogers (1998) reported the beneficial effects of ability and cl uster grouping, 
pointing out that acceleration opportunities must be used in tandem with these 
grouping strategies for a su bstantia l achievement effect. She accented that no 
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well -controlled research supports that whole group and mixed-abil ity grouping 
has any achievement effect wi th highly able or gifted students. 

• Loveless (1998) stated that within-class and cross-grade abili ty grouping are 
both supported by research . 

Applications 
......_.__ ..._--_._-- _ • .................. "' . . ... _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••&&,0. ...................... _ ••~ • • • •• • • _ •• _~ •••• " _____.'•••I ••••" •••_ ••• _. 

D 
Cluster Groups 

Flexible grouping practices are positively impacted by cluster grouping. Cluster 
grouping is a program model in which at least five advanced or gifted students in a 
grade level are placed in one classroom with an otherwise heterogeneous student 
mix. This placement responds to the fact that gifted students benefit from learning 
together and need to work with inte llectual peers who have similar areas of strength 
(Ku lik, 1992; Rogers , 1998). Th is cluster is assigned a teacher who has special 
training in teaching advanced and gifted chil dren to ensure that th e learn ing needs 
of these stUd ents are met within the heterogeneous class . 

Cluster grouping encourages a variety of flexible grouping arrangements . In 
response to different instructional objectives, students work independently, in small 
groups, in mixed-ability groups, or with the entire class . Since several advanced stu
dents are clustered together full-time in one room , a teacher can flexibly place them 
in a homogeneous group part of the day for more effective compacti ng and differen
tiation. Cluster grouping allows advanced readers to learn together on a daily basis 
(because the research supports that they learn better in homogeneous groups) while 
students of all other ability levels are grouped heterogeneously (as research indicates 
is best for them ) (Winebrenner & Devlin 2001). 

fI 
Examples of Flexible Grouping 

Teachers in one grade level or across grade levels can util ize these flexible
grouping examples. The assistance of a librarian or special popu lations teacher such 
as a gifted specialist can be invaluable in helping make this strategy successfu l. 
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y Skill Groups 

Skill groups are short-term placements based upon a diagnosed instructional 
need in grade-level skills or for acceleration in advanced-level ski lls. Instruction may 
be in word analysis, comprehension, increasing reading fluency, or adding depth to a 
composition. Students are regrouped as they master the skill. Gifted and talented stu
dents may exit the group before other students. 

~ Independent or Guided Studies 

Usin g an inte rest inventory and an assessment 'of ind ividual student' s con
tent readiness, the teacher groups students for independent or guided studies. 
Facili tated by a classroom teacher, librarian, special populations teacher, gifted 
speciali st , or an adult specialist in that topic, students work ind ependently or in a 
small group to research a topic of personal interest in greater depth and complete 
a project to share with an audience. Independent or guided projects are an effec
tive replacement task for students who pretest beyond the planned curri culum. 
Gifted students have the opportunity to develop the leve l of products described in 
the state goal for services for gifted students found in The Texas State Plan for the 
Education of Gifted and Talented Students (2000 ). 

;/ Reading and/or Writing Workshops 

Workshops provide an authentic purpose for the development of reading and 
wri ting skills. Students work together to read, write, edit, and/or comment on each 
other's original work . Schedules are flexible and include periods of time for students' 
uninterrupted reading or writing, sharing, debriefing, and conferencing with the 
teacher and/or other students. Teachers continually assess through observation and 
model appropriate reading and writing behaviors as needed. Student responsibil ities 
include reading and writing logs, goal setting , self-assessment, and creating portfo
lios of prod ucts that reflect their level of expertise. 

/ Literature Circles and Book Clubs 

Literature ci rcles and book clubs are informal, interest-based , fl exible groups. 
Their purpose is to augment the regular reading program , bui ld upon students' inter
ests , and encourage a love of reading. Mul ti ple copies of severa l books are made 
available fo r studen ts to se lect. The books represent different leve ls of complexity 
and appeal to diverse interests. A small group is formed by students interested in 
read ing the same book . Other groups form to read diffe rent books, books by the 
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same author, or books around a common theme. The focus is conversa tional as 
groups discuss story elements, inferences and opinions. The teacher faci litates the 
process, prompts content comparisons, motivates sharing across groups, and 
authentically assesses students' strengths and instructional needs as well as possi
bi lities for future book selections . 

These flexible groups change with each book students read. Literature ci rcles 
and book cl ubs provide groups of advanced students opportunities to re ad at their 
appropria te pace and level. These groups also encourage advanced readers to con
struct more complex and abstract analyses with others who are prepared to think at 
that level. 
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HIG - EVEL 
T NK G 

AND NQUIRV 

Strategy Introduction 

All students need to be exposed to challenges and 
th inking experiences that encourage them to process in for
mation at high levels. Many activities shared here can be 
used with the entire class. Some are best used with grouping 
arrangements that allow advanced stud ents to work together 
and challenge each other wh ile other stude nts experience a 
simpler level of success appropriate to their needs. This sec
tion describes techniques that enable teachers to differentiate 
lessons to promote greater depth , complexity , and abstract
th inking opportunities for the gifted learners. These advanced 
students can also use hig h~l evel thinking strategies to invent 
their own variations for challenge. 

Reading Recommendations for Advanced Learners 

Inquiry and high-level th inking are app li cable to th e following recommen 


dations that are listed on page three: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 . 

Texas Stale Plan for the Education of Gl ftedlTalented Students 

Several sta tements in the Texas State Plan (2000) support Incorporating 
 

inquiry and high-level thinking experiences for gifted students. 
 

School distri cts assure an array of learn ing opportuniti es that are commensurate with the abilities 

of gifted/ta lented students ... (2 .1 A; 3.1 A; 19 TAC §89.3 ) 

Program options enable gi fted /tal en ted students to work togethe r as a group , work with other 

students, and work independently .. . (22A; 19 T AC §89. 3( 1)) 
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Sch oo l districts, when poss ible, shall provide out-of-school options relevant to the student's area 

of strength . (2.3A; 19 TAG §89.3(3)) 

Opportunities are provided for students to pursue areas of interest In selected disciplines through 

guided an d independent research. (3.1.1 R) 
 

A continuum of learning experiences is provided that leads to th e development of advanced-level 
 

products and/or performances. (3 ,2A; 19 TAG §89.3(2)) 
 

Overview 0" Research 

Differentia tion th rough high-level think ing and inquiry is supported by the 
foll owing. 
• The use of inquiry and high-level thinking is a long-standing instructional goal 

(Bloom, 1956) and a frequently-used method of differentiation (Tomlinson , 1995). 
• If tea chers pose simple question s, th ey get basic responses from students. If 

teachers ask question s that requi re high-level analysis , they are more likely to 
receive high-level responses (Westberg et al. ,1993). 

• The Classroom Practices Study substantiated that teachers differentiate very li ttle 
in question types and levels between the average and gifted students. In regards 
to wait tim e (the length of elapsed silent time after a question), th is study noted 
that more wait time was provided to average-ability students than to gifted students. 
This practice risks encouraging advanced students to respond more glibly rather 
than develop depth and complexity in their responses (Westberg et aI. , 1993). 

• A common objective for gifted students is to increase their critical and productive 
thinking capacity (Gallagher & Gallagher, 1994). 

• Attention to high levels of thinking help ensure that activities for advanced students 
are not just busy work and time fillers (Davis & Rimm, 1989). 

Applications 
.. _ ••_.·._.. • ____._......M_.M.... •••••• ..... • ............. •• ....._ •••••••• _._••_______................_ .._ ......... . . _ .... 

II 
A Thinking Skills Checklist 

Lessons can be differentia ted through high-level thinking ski lls that promote 
greater depth, complexity, and abstract thinking opportunities for gifted learners . A 
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I 

list of criti ca l and creative problem-solving ski lls from The National Research Center 
for Gifted and Talented (Kaplan and Cannon, 2000) is adapted and organized here 
as an alphabetized checklist. 

THINKING SKILLS 

0 Categorize 

0 Classify 

U Determine cause and effect 

.J Determine relevancy 

0 Determine strength of argument 

0 Diffe rentiate real and fantasy 

0 Discrim inate similarit ies and 

differences 

Formulate questions 

0 Hypothesize 

0 Identify ambiguity 

!:J Identify characteristics 

0 Identify the pattern 

0 Judge wi th criteria 

U Make analogies 

Ra nk, priori tize, and sequence 

.J See relationships 

0 Summarize 

.J Think deductively 

U Think inductively 

Use these think ing skills to enhance a lesson by: 
• Checking the ski lls that most apply to the materials being used and the readiness 

of the students in the class . 
• Modeling those skills in activities and discussions with a group of advanced 

learners. 
• Providing that group a copy of a shorter version of the most applicable th inking 

skills that have been successfully demonstrated and experienced. 
• Encouraging students who demonstrate competency in this process to use the 

checklist independently to incorporate their own variations and develop more 
challenging lessons and products . 

Examples of incorporating some of these thinking skills into a reading lesson 
are provided using two popular chi ldren's books. In these first and th ird grade 
examples, teachers select a small number of thinking skills th at apply to the content 
and then guide the discuss ion and tasks with a small group of advanced students 
who have already read and comprehended the stories. Later, teachers instruct some 
students to independently apply the same thinking skil ls to another book as the 
teacher works directly with other students. 
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/ Where the Wild Things Are THINKING SKILLS 

by Maurice Sendak 

[.J Discriminate similarities and differences 
o Differentiate real and fantasy 
o Determine relevancy 

Group discussion and learning tasks 
• Complete a Venn Diagram that com pares how Max is different before and after 

visiting the wild things. 
• Fold a paper in half. On one side, draw th ings in the story that could be rea l. On 

the other side, draw things in the story that could only be fantasy. 
• Discuss the value of imagination for chi ldren and for adults. 

The Mysteries of Harris Burdick 	 THINKING SKILLS 

by Chris Van Allsburg 

o Identify characteristics 
CJ Identify th e patte rn 
[J Determine cause and effect 
o Judge with cri teria 

Group discussion and learning tasks 
• What attributes do all of the pictures have in com mon? 
• Illustrate or explain one pattern you identify in th is book. 
• Identi fy several cause and effect relationships inferred in this book. 
• As a group, bra instorm and list criteria for judging a piece of literature as a classic. 

Then, individually, write an editorial declaring whether or not th is book will be val 
ued as a classic by futu re generations. 

Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives 

Bloom's Taxonomy is probably the most familiar way to examine th inking. This 
ta xo nomy includes six levels fro m the beg inning level (knowledg e) to the highest 
level (evaluation). Each student needs to experience the ful l range of Bloom's 
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Taxonomy. However, it is appropriate for advanced- leve l students and imperative 
for gifted stud ents to spend the majority of their ti me experiencing the ana lysis, 
synthesis, and evaluation levels. 

Judging concepts and ideas by established cri teria 

Arranging and rearranging information and ideas to 
create new elements or an original product 

Interpreting whole/part re lations hips; in terrelating 
knowledge and concepts 

Il lustrating , constructing , or applying a principal to solve 
a wide range of problems 

Demonstrating an understanding of the concept or 
principal 

Recalling facts, giving defin itions, and providing 
descriptions 

The literary elements of setting and cha racter effective ly demonstrate an 
application of Bloom's Taxonomy to a story. Notice in the examples how the 
Taxonomy can be used to develop both questions and learning tasks . 

Setting 

KNOWLEDGE Where does the story take place? 
COMPREHENSION Wh at words are used to describe the setting? 

APPLICATI ON Illustrate the setting as it is described in the 
story. 

ANALYSIS Discuss three ways tha t the setting is like or 
different from where you live. 

SYNTHESIS Create a different sett ing for this story and 
predict how the story would change . 

EVALUATION Establish criteria to evaluate whether the orig
inal or the new setting is more compa tible for 
the characters . 
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Character 

KNOWLEDG E Who is the main character? 
COMPREHENSION Write two or three sentences describing the 

character. 
APPLICATION Demonstrate how the character uses in 

the story. 
ANALYSIS List three trai ts, and explain how the main 

character exhibits these traits in the story. 
SYNTHESIS Hypothesize what happens to the character 

after the story ends. Explain your prediction by 
re lating it to the characters' traits and actions 
in the original story. 

EVALUATI ON Evaluate the main characters , and provide 
evidence of who were the cleverest, funniest, 
bravest, and most or least likeable characters 
in the story. 

II 
Inquiry 

Inquiry is used in this section to mode l four types of questions applicable to 
primary ch ildren : quantity questions, compare/contrast questions, feelings/opinions/ 
personification questions, and what-if/how-come questions. 

;I Quantity Questions 

Quanti ty questions are basically listing questions (Johnson , 1992). Teachers 
tend to ask reproductive quantity questions more than other types (Westberg et 
al. ,1993). Reprod ucti ve questions refer to those questions that only requi re students 
to review the story or passage and th en to reprod uce the mate ria ls from it. Care 
mu st be taken with advanced and gifted readers to ensure tha t questions engage 
their productive thinking . Productive th inking questions require learners to interpret 
the material in their read ing to produce more creative responses . The challenge is 
to move from reproductive questions to productive questions. Primary teachers like 
to refer to these as skinny and fa t questions. 
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Reproductive/Skin ny Questions Productive/Fat Questions 
I

I Responses I 
Simple thinking High-level th inking 
One or two word answers More elaborated answers 
Right-and-wrong-answer responses Open-ended, multiple possibilities 

I Key words and phrases I 
List ___ Create ___ 
Name _ _ _ Analyze ___ 
How many _ __? What are different ways _ __? 

I Examples I 
What is three plus two? What are all the ways to make five? 
List all the parts of a clock. What are all the ways besides clocks 

to tell time? 

Brainstorming is a technique to encourage quantity questions. It provides the 
opportun ity to share as many ideas and detail s as a pa rticu lar group can list. One 
pneumonic device for establishing the brainstorming process is BUILD. 

B uild on each other's ideas. 
U se the far-out. 

nvent, invent, invent many answers. 
ist anything and everything . 

o a stretch your ideas. 
Remember that during brainstorming, answers are not judged, and all ideas are 
accepted. Many times, the most original Ideas come after the group gets silly or just 
as ideas seem to be exhausted . 

I' Compare and Contrast Questions 

Compa re and contrast questions analyze how two items are ali ke and/or dif
ferent. Venn diagrams (see Visual Tools ) help students visual ize and organize the 
similarities and differences between items. Challenge advanced students to complete 
Venn diagrams individually or in pairs rath er than only in whole class discussions . 

Compare and con trast questions are ideal for advanced students when the 
questions progress from the concrete to the abstract and gradually evolve to more 
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difficult and complex categories requiring forced associations and analogies. Forced 
associations and analogies are linking-thinking comparisons involving items that do 
not seem to belong together. 

• How is a button like a zipper or a sand dollar? 
• How is the ra in forest like spri ng or winter or a house? 
• How is thin king like a tree or an umbrella? 
• How is a pencil like you or your community or an eagle? 

These forced associations can be content rich when students must analyze common 
attributes of the compared items to comple te the task. 

/ Feelings. Opinions, and Personification Questions 

Feelings, opinions. and personification questions are characterized as view
point or personal-involvement questions that encourage students to make connections 
to the content being studied. These questions prompt multiple pOints of view and invite 
personal responses. The following guidelines enable teachers to implement feeling, 
opin ions, and personification questions while promoting a risk-free thinking environ
ment for children. 

• All ow time to rea lly listen to students' opinions. 
• Discuss why certain ideas are expressed . 
• Encourage child ren to elaborate and bui ld upon initial statements. 
• Help students learn that it is okay for them to have different opinions and 

preferences. 

EXAMPLES FOR EACH TYPE OF QUESTION 

• FEELINGS: If you were a bridge over the river in our sto ry, what would ma ke you 
feel happy? What would make you feel tired? What might make you fee l worried? 

• FEELINGS/OPINIONS: How do you think it would it feel to be this character? 
• OPINIONS: Wh ich five words do you think are the mos t important word s i the 

world? Why do you think so? 
• OPINION: In your opinion, wh at is the most important story we have read th is year. 

What makes you think th at? 
• PERSONIFICATION: If you were som ething that lives in the ocean, what would you 

be? Why would you choose that? 
• PERSONIFICATION: If you were one of the characters in this story, which one would 

you be? Why do you prefer that character? 

Help students develop their own questions such as: 
• How would it fee l to be a ? 
• What do you think would have done in the same situation? 
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• How would this look if you were a ? 
• If you were this book we are read ing, what would you want to ask the author? 

What might you ask a li brarian? 
• What might a pencil want to ask a marker? What might a book about animals ask 

an animal at the zoo? 
• How do you feel about ____ ? How might you feel about it if you had lived 

150 years ago? 

ql What-If and How-Come Questions 

These questions help students lea rn to th ink beyond facts and details. 
Teachers frequently re ly on who, what, when, where, why, and sometimes how 
questions to prompt students' retelling of the main points of a story . Enhance those 
simple questions wi th more productive th inking challenges that encourage high
level responses. 

• What are all the ways ? 
• What if ? 
• Why shou ldn't the character 7 
• Who cannot ? 
• How would ? 
• Who will ? 
• How is 	 different from _ _ ___7 
• What might happen next if ? 
• When would ? 
• Where might ? 

II 
Question Cubes 

Question cubes are a technique to connect thinking ski ll s and inqu iry. Using 
the cube pattern in th is section, teachers list on each of the cube su rfaces different 
thinking ski lls, verbs that correspond to Bloom's levels of thinking , or prompts based 
upon the four types of inquiry questions. A cube is then gently tossed . The prompt that 
ends up on the top of the cube determines the question or learning task for students 
to complete . 

Teachers can make cubes in different colo rs correspond ing to the degree of 
difficulty or complexi ty of the thinking required by the prompts. Colored cubes allow 
the teacher to group students for tasks appropriate to their level. For example, on 
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one cube the describe question could ask 
students to describe the setting using word s 
or pictures. Another cube directs other stu
dents to descri be the setting using at least 
three sentences with two or more adjectives 
in each sentence. 

Question Cube Activities 
• Stud ents work in groups. When it is their 

turn, each group tosses a cube that is 
pre-made by the teacher. Each group 
then has two or three minutes to prepare 
and share with the class what they think is 
the best response to the prompt on the 
top of the cube. 

• Each group of students is given a different 
colored cube appropriate to their readi
ness level. Each group works together to 
pose one question about the topic or story 

[\,/ 
ojDescribe. Ij et 

\ i/ 

Describe Name the 
your feelll1gs Compare pans.

about It. 

~I 
~ Tell the good . rJ 

r:r~ and bad 

\. / 
/ " 

;1Act,t outI~ a!-" 

/'\ 
Tab /"

for each side of the cub e. Later, groups exchang e questions and answer each 
other's questions. 

• Individuals are given different-colored cubes according to thei r read iness . Each 
student then responds to the prompts on the cube using the specific content of a 
story. 

• Ind ividuals or pairs of students are provided a blank copy of the cube pattern. On 
each surface of the cube , they create and write a question to ask others about 
the topic or story . 

Independent High-Level Thinking and Inquiry Activities 

Many advanced and gifted students would benefit from opportunities to use 
the th inking-ski lls checklist, Bloom's Taxonomy, and the four types of inquiry ques
tions in small , advanced groups or independently. Afte r analyzing student readiness 
and the demands of the lea rn ing task, teachers select and provide students with a 
list of three or more appropriate thi nking prompts that have been modeled wi th the 
children. These stUdents then use those prompts to incorporate their own variations 
and develop more cha llenging lessons and products. 
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Kingora, 8 , d. (2002). Reading Stra tegies for Advanced Primary Readers. Austin : T exas Educa tion Agency. 
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Independent and Guided Studies . 

Students use the prompts to plan and organize research projects. 
Independent and guided studies are richer and result in more sophisti cated products 
when children incorporate high-level thinking prompts and questions. Specific ques
tions also guide them toward authentic texts and genres which best serve as 
resources. 

Research Question Models 

Chjldren post their research questions in the classroom, hall , or library as 
models for other studen ts. Students can compare ideas for un answered questions 
they might incorporate into their projects. 

~ Discussion Questions 

Students develop questions to pose to other advanced classmates during 
small group discussions of the cu rrent topic of study. Many students ponder a topic's 
depth of possibilities more seriously when they are preparing questions that others 
will be challenged to answer. 

Interviews 

Advanced and gifted learners compose questions wi th which to interview others 
who have expertise in the student's topic of interest. Interviewing "experts" (both 
adults and other students ) extends students' learn ing depth and provides new Infor
mation to ponder. High-level thinking enables students to avoid interview questions 
that are typically answered with only a word or two and instead focus on questions 
that provoke more insight and information. (Child ren can tape record their interviews 
to avoid handwriting limita tions.) 
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V SU~ TOOLS 
FO I VI UALS 

OR. OU S 

Strategy Introduction 

Visua l tool s are symbols graphically linked by 
mental associations to create a pattern of in for

mation and a form of knowledge about an idea. 
These linear or nonlinear forms are constructed 
 
by individual or collaborative thin ke rs on paper, 
 
board , or computer screen (Clarke , 1991). 
 

Educators typically associate visual tools wi th graphic 
organ izers . However, the concept of visual tools extends 
beyond just graph ically organizing data and enables learners 
to generate , analyze, synthesize , and evaluate info rmation 
(Hyerle, 2000 , 1996). These dynamic and constructive tools 
take multiple forms , such as brainstorming webs, thinking
process maps, semantic maps, concept maps, story maps, 
charts, time lines, graphs, Venn diagrams and outlines, helping 
students pred ict, explore , and expand concepts. 

Reading Recommendations for Advanced Learners 

Vi sua l tools are applicable to the following recommendations on page three: 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. 
 

The T as Slate Plan for the Education 0 Girted/Talented Stude Is 

Severa l statemen ts in the Texas State Plan (2000) support the use of vi ua l tools for gifted students . 

School districts assure an rray of learn ing opport uni ti es that are ommen surate with the 

abili ties of gifted/talen ted students .. . (2.1A; 3.1A) 
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C urriculum for gifted/ta lented students provid es opt ions in intellectual, creative , or artis tic 

areas ... (3. 1 E) 
 

Students at all grade level s are involved .. .in th e development of sophistica ted products and/or 
 

perform ances that are ta rgeted to an audience outside the classroom. (3.2R) 
 

Overview of Research 
_ ........_._~ ••••••• o-............._ ••••••••• • ••••_ ........................._ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••_._ ••••_ ••••• ••••••• • •••••• , •• _ ... _ __. ...... . ............... .
... _.-..,._._.............._ 

Researchers document the benefits of using visual too ls to foster active 
learnin g. 
• Visual tools are especially relevan t for advanced or gifted learners who char

acteristically th ink in re lationships , prefer to organize information in unique 
ways , and often have a depth of understanding beyond that of their age-mates 
(Kingore , 2001 ). 

• Graphic tools enable gi fted visual -spatia l learners to sy nthesize and demon 
stra te their intuitive grasp of complex systems (Silverman , 2002) . 

• 
i 

Young children high in spatial intelligen e thrive on exploring abstract concepts and 
problem solving by expressing themselves visuall y or graphically (Gardner, 1993). 

• Read ing comprehension is enhan ced through the use of graphic and semantic 
organizers where readers make graph ic representation of the written material 
(NRP, 2000). 

Applications 

-_...........__.................................................... _..._._-----_ ..._........................_............---. 

D 
Values of Visual Tools 

Visual tool s are an appropria te strategy for differentia tion , not from the appli
cation of the blank stru ctures themse lves but from the perspective of the complex 
conten t and productive thinking processes that a gifted student ap plies to complete 
the structures . As a differentiation strategy, visual tools: 
• Emphasize advanced , abstract, or complex material rather than the simple 

acquisition of knowledge. 
• Provide an effective assessment device for preinstruction, formative, and sum

mative evaluation . 
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• Can be used independently by individuals or small groups whi le the teacher is 
directing instruction with others once students experience modeling and successful 
applications with a specific tool. 

• Are parti cu larl y applicable for young learners wi th limited writin g skills (whose 
hands tire before their heads) because extensive analysis and syn thesis can be 
expressed in pictures, symbols, or a few words . 

• Can be used repeatedly during the school year with different books or topics of 
study. 

• Require a minimum of preparation time. 
• Prompt many educators to engage gifted students in constructing their own visual 

tools. More advanced levels of learn ing are demonstrated when children prod uce 
original graphics and visua lizations to convey their ideas and relationships . 

Reading Connections 

Visual tools have a myriad of applications in a reading program. Visual tools 
are effective when: 
• Mapping a book or story. Story"'" p 

• Predicting and summarizing . 
• Developing individual text interpretations. 

Lydia Grace has to live with
• Ana lyzing cause and effect relationships. her grouchy u"c/t!- Her family Is 

out of money.• Webbing character traits and actions . ~ ' .EVen. 

• Developing vocabulary connections and .Lydia Grace \) . She takes a t ra in to the 
~ city. It is scary. It Is ugly. )extensions. 

• Analyzing story structure and text patterns . 
( 

Uncle jimQ-, 2. Evenl 

• Organizing and categorizing . '"" She beg'ns to plant \ 
S I flowers and help everyone. )• Syn thesizing sequences. 

• Synthes izing main ideas and themes. ;g~ ) She ma:::::e roof a• Comparing and contrasti ng characters, secretgarden. It makes Uncle 

books, or themes. , jim happy / 

.-;~• Contrasting fact and fantasy. ~Lydia Grace's popo gets a Job. 
She gets to go home. She made 
Uncle Jim love her becaUSe sheWhen using visual tools with a small was so laving. 

group of advanced students in a reading pro
 
gram, discussion emerges as an integral, 
 
continual feature of the learning process . Students discuss thei r ideas , explain their 
 
rationales, clarify uncertainties, and enhance their understanding through interaction 
 
with other advanced stUdents and/or by thoughtful questions posed by the teacher. 
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II 
Assessment and Evaluation Connections 

To ensure appropriately-challenging learni ng experiences and products for 
advanced learners, consider the following suggestions when these students are 
using visual tools independently or with direct teacher instru tion . 

1. 	 As students use visual tools, challenge them to demonstrate the depth of their 
information about a topic rather than allow them to simply list facts. 

2. Require an oral or written refleotion from each student elaborating and explaining 
the components on the graphic. 

3. Use products generated from learning experi ences with visual too ls to include 
in portfoli os as documenta tions of the student's mastery of specifi c learning 
objectives or skills. 

4. 	 Enhan ce ana lysis and discussion by providing a completed version of a visual 
tool wi th errors on it. In small groups or as ind ividuals, students correct and 
explain the errors . 

5 Develop rubri cs to establ ish a standard that students and teachers can use to 
evaluate the content and va lue of completed visual tools . Include levels of profi
ciency for each crite rion, an d share the completed rubric with students before 
they begin the learn ing task to clearly communicate expectat ions. The attributes 
that fo llow are suggestions for criteria to incorporate in a rubric for visual tools 
(Kingore, 1999). To increase the depth of responses rather than foster a fi ll -in 
the-blank attitude, implement these attributes as students construct visual tools. 

Attributes of Effective Graphic Products 

• 	 Content relationships are evident. 
• 	 Ideas are clearly developed and organized. 
• 	 High-level thinking is apparent. 
• 	 Integrated skills are accurately applied. 
• 	 The response exceeds typical or simple information . 
• 	 The response in cludes an appropriate degree of ela boration to 

clearl y inform. 
• 	 In-depth content is incorpora ted. 
• 	 Complex ideas and concepts are evident. 
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Visually Challenging Books 

Some books themselves are visual tools to ignite th inking. Visually challenging 
books rely on the reader's sophisticated visual intelligence to be und erstood or 
enjoyed . David Macaulay 's Black and White intermingles fou r independent but 
re lated stories on each page that require the primary reader to recogn ize the trans
formation as the stories evolve into one another. David Wiesner 's Sector 7 is a 
wordless book that demands the reader's interpretation to deve lop a plot with com
plex characte r emotions. W iesner's Th e Three Pigs incorporates visual references 
to animation and several li terary sources to weave a story on multiple levels of fan 
tasy. Many primary-aged readers do not enjoy these works because "they don 't get 
it". Gifted spa tial readers find these boo ks intriguing and delight in analyzing the 
visua l analogies incorporated within the pages . 

Examples of Graphics 

,; Venn Diagrams 

A Venn Diagram compares how th ings are different and how they are similar. 
On the class ic Venn with two overlapping ovals such as the one below, information 
is organized by listing in the ovals the attri butes of each item; the attributes common 
to both items are listed in the overlapping area . 

Day 

12 hours or more 
warmer 

light 
sun 

reassuring 

time 
temperature changes 

rotation of earth 
objects in space 

Night 

12 hours or less 
cooler 
dark 

moon and stars 
sometimes scary 

DIFFERENT SIMILAR DIFFERENT 
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Vary the process for comple ting a Venn diagram. In most primary cla sses, 
the teacher co mpletes the Venn using ideas and suggestions from the students. 
After model ing , however, have small groups of students complete Venn diagrams 
by themselves . A pai r or small group of advanced readers working together can 
focus on text stru cture as they read or analyze more complex concepts and how 
they are related. Make the diagram large enough to accommodate young children's 
handwriti ng. 

Varying the form of th e Ven n increases visual appeal and enables it to be 
used frequently wi thout becoming mundane. Several varia tions are suggested as 
possibil ities (Kingore, 1999). 

• Vertical Venn 
Use the Venn vertically instead of horizontally to provide a wider area to encourage 
more legible handwriting from young hands. 

• Three-dimensional Ven n 
Large, three-dimensional Venn diagrams are effective when a small group works 
together. Use concrete items to manipulate or provide large index card s for chil 
dren to write on and categorize. 

• Yarn Venn 
Use thick yarn to fo rm larg e, overlap ping circ les on carpe t or felt boards . The 
yarn adheres to the carpet or fel t surfaces and allows the compa rison of large 
manipulatives. 

• Hula Venn 
Two hula hoops can overlap on the floor to form large manipulative areas for 
categoriz ing and comparing concrete items. 

Story Map 

A story map categorizes the key elements of a story. One example is shared 
on page 71. A story map has several applications with young readers. 
• The teacher models completing the map as ch ildren in a group suggest content 

to include. 
• Enlarge the blank tool to poster-size and laminate it so it can be repeatedly used. 
• Have a fl exible group of advanced and gifted students complete a story map 

together. Encourage them to show depth and complexi ty in the ir interpretation of 
the story. 
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Story Map 
BOOK ______________________________________________________________ 

AUTHOR _______________________________________ 

Problem 

1. Event 

2. Event 

3. Event 

So lution 

Ki ngore . B., Ed. (2002). Reading Strategies for Advanced Primary Readers. Austin' Texas Education Agency. 
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• Ask individual advanced and gifted students to each complete a story map. Then, 
group those students to compare and contrast their diffe rent interpretations. 

• Cha llenge gifted students to incorporate symbols on their maps to represent the 
li terary elements and the events. Invite them to explain their symbols . 

Concept Map 

A concept or semantic map enables students to visuall y represen t the rela 
tionships within a topic, story, or concept. The conceptual pattern shared here 
begins with a central idea or categ ory and is then surrounded by rela ted or sup
porting information. Both a more simple and an expand ed form are provided for 
students' responses. Teachers might begin with simpler forms to model the 
process. The simple forms may also prove more appropriate for some young 
learn ers. However, many advanced read ers shou ld work with expanded forms to 
encourage them to embell ish their ideas and then move toward creating the ir own 
visual tools. 

he examples provided here were completed by first grade students--one 
identified as a regular learner and one identified as a gifted learner in reading . 
Notice that both children were successful , but the gifted learner demonstrates depth 
of information and relationships. She also approaches the more abstract idea of 
ethics involved in the topic. 
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Strategy Introduction 

Vocabulary is important because readers must know 
what most of the word s mean before they can understand 
what they are reading . In order to help advanced and gifted 
readers understand more sophisticated information and con
cepts , these students need to expand their repertories of 
faci lely read and understood words. 

Advanced and gifted children learn at a much faster 
pace than their age-level peers. As a result, vocabulary 
study must be differentiated for these students. Following 
appropriate preassessments to determine a student's 
instructional level, the teacher plans developmentally appro
priate vocabulary activities to challenge the gifted learner. 
These readers should be provided multiple avenues to 
demonstrate their vocabulary comprehension through verbal 
explanations, written responses, graphics and illustrations, 
and other open-ended products . Instru ctiona l strategies for 
both indirect learnin g and direct teaching of vocabulary are 
presen ted in th is section in order for teachers to guide stu
dents' enlargement of their reading vocabularies and expand 
th ei r read ing proficiency. 

ReadIng Recommendations for Advanced Learners 

Voca bulary and word p lay are app li cable to the foll ow ing reading recom mendation s all page 

three: 3, 4, 6, 7 , 9 
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Texas State Plan for the Education of GiftedfTalented Students 

Several statem ents in the Texas State Plan (2000) support incorporating vocabulary development 

and word play for gifted students . 

School distri cts assure an array of learning opportu nit ies that are commensurate with the 
 

ab iliti es of gi fte d/talented stude nts ... (2. 1A; 3.1A; 19 TAG §89 .3 ) 
 

Se rvi ces for gifted/talented students are compreh ens ive , s tructured, sequenced, and appro
 

priately challenging, inc luding options in the four (4) core academic areas.. . (2.1 .1 E) 
 

Program options enable gifted/talented students to work together as a group , work with other 

stud ents , and work independently ... (2 .2A; 19 TAG §89.3(1)) 
 

Opportu nities are provided for students to pursue areas of interes t in selecte d disc ipline s 

th rough guided and independent research. (3.1.1 R) 
 

Opportunities are provided to accelerate in areas of student strengths. (3. 3A; 19 TAG §89.3(4)) 
 

Overvie\N of Research 
____.. ~........__.........................u ••••• _ ••~ .............._ •••••••••••••••• __........... . .......... __ • __._•• _0 . ......... .................... _._ 

The research on vocabulary instruction reveals several factors to guide 
vocabu lary development for advanced and gifted readers. 
• Intense and effective vocabulary study must be a daily component of an effective 

literacy program (Adams, 1990; Clay, 1993) . 
• A child's mastery of oral language is one of the most critica l factors in a child 's 

success in reading . Wide-ranging knowledge of the world and the ability to 
express that knowledge through language becomes critical in advanced reading 
development (Jackson & Roller, 1993). 

• Although most vocabulary is learned indirectl y, some vocabulary must be taug ht 
directly. Students learn vocabulary directly when they are explici tly taught 
words and word-learning strategies. Direct vocabulary instruction aid s read ing 
comprehension (CIERA, 2001). 

• Indirect learn ing of vocabulary is encouraged in two ways: first, by reading aloud 
to students and discussing the se lection together, and secondly, by inviting stu
dents to read extensively on their own (C IERA. 2001 ). 

• One element of curricula depth and complexity is a stron g underpinning in the 
language of the discipline (Kaplan & Cannon, 2000). 

• The difficulty level of vocabulary is much greater in the reading texts of the past. 
Current texts use simple vocabulary tha t provides little or no challenge for 
advanced readers (Chall & Conard, 1991). 

• Gifted children need to encounter and use increasingly difficult vocabu lary and 
concepts (Clark , 2002) . 
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• Verba l talent develops as a result of challenge , which is an encounter with 
something beyond one's capability (Thompson , (2001). 

Applications 

II 
Word Analysis Chart 

A word analysis chart is a graphic organizer adapted from the linguistic study of 
semantic features analysis (Pittelman , 1991). Its purpose Is to encourage students to 
analyze and compare the significant characteristics of several words. It also serves 
as an effective vehicle to revisi t word anal ysis ski lls and check for und ersta nding . 
After modeling and successful learning experiences working with the graphic in small 
groups of advanced learners, some gifted readers are able to complete the analysis 
chart independently. 
• Allow students to place a question mark in any box for wh ich they are uncertain . 
• Discuss the similarities , differences, and question marks recorded on completed 

graphics. 
• Challenge students to expand the graphic with different characte ristics by wh ich 

to compare words . 
• Encourage individuals or pa irs of readers to select interesting words to analyze 

from the book they are read ing. 

A nalysIs Word C hart 

SO uR CE OrTHE"iQRDS Moyse and th e Motorcycle AuTH OR Beverly Cleary 

C H ARACTE RISTI S 

Part of Number of Long SuffixSynonym syllables vowelsspeechWO R D S 

momentum 3 0 ?noun ? 

remorseful adjective 3 e fulsorry 

2muttered verb none ed mumbled 

r---- 
edastounded verb 3 noneamazed 

disbel iev ing 4 ousincredulous adjective u 

t--

Reprlnled wllh perml sion Kin gore, B. (2002). Just What I Need Auslin Professional Associdles Publishing 
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Word Sorts 

Word sorts is an activity where students group words by categories . Al though 
all students should do word sorts , advanced and gi fted students should complete 
more advanced examples, such as the following . 

Prefix/Suffix 
 
Students sort a va riety of words by affixes (prefixes and suffixes ), such as pre
 
dictable, preempt, and preface. In addition, students use the affixes to create and 
define new words, such as pre-eat (when you have to have a snack before dinner) . 
Homophones 
 
Students sort words by homophones, such as bear/bare, sea/see/si, and there/ 
their/they 're. Invite them to wri te and illustra te sentences using homophone pairs 
 
or trios. 
 

• Palindromes 
Students identify palindrom es and word s that are not palindromes. Pa lindromes 
are words or ph rases spelled the same forwa rd and backward, such as dad, 
mom, and Madam, I'm Adam. Encourage children to consult books and web sites 
to develop a collection of palindromes. 

• Euphemisms 
As a fun comprehension task, students sort euphemisms into matched pairs. 
Euphemisms are more gentle ways of saying th ings, such as Th ey let him go 
instead of He was fired. 

Vocabulary Notebooks 

Word study notebooks are usually organized around orthographic fe atures, 
such as simple spelling patterns. Advanced and gifted students should study more 
advanced orthographic features, such as word stems. Studen ts may use the ir 
notebooks to record word sorts, in teresti ng new words to add to thei r vocabulary, 
and origins of wo rd s. In add ition , th ey use vocabulary notebooks to record and 
question the connotative and denotative meaning of words encountered in the current 
text they are reading . For example, a studen t might write: "Innuendo" has negative 
connotations. 
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Study of Word Stems 

Although learning words in con text is an important practi ce, gift ed stud ents 
also need more academic vocabulary study targeted toward the Latin-based lan
guage that pervades professional life (Thompson (2001 ). About 60% of all English 
words have Greek and Latin stems (C IERA, 2001 ). Thus, lea rn ing word stems is 
more powerful than learn ing one word at a time. When ch ildren learn bio, they have 
learned a meaningful connection to biographer, biologist, biofeedback, biosphere 
and dozens of other words that involve life or living organisms. Many gifted readers 
could begin to study applicable word stems in first or second grade. 

Whereas thousands of English words are actually two or three stems in a row, 
learning stems means that gifted learners can automatically spell thousands of 
wo ds. Consider, for example, how perfect ly these words break into stems: bi-cycle, 
thermo-meter, geo-graphy, and auto-graph. Furthermore , when spell ing by stems, 
each stem has meaning , so spelling makes more sense to gifted minds. 

The study of word stems could be completed in centers, in pairs, or indepen
dently in vocabulary notebooks . Visual students enjoy organizing their studies of 
word stems on Word Trees. 

Word Trees 

Word Trees can be used with young advanced ~i9 ratOry 
and gifted readers to stimulate vocabulary developigrati ng fm;9ratian ment. Usi ng an overhead pen and a laminated poster 

mlgrantr . boa rd of a tree with branches, students write a base 
. , ~ratio n ~ word at the bottom of the tree . Next, they bra instorm 
~ ~ and research as many words as poss ible that containemigrate ImmIgrate 
~ -c::::::::=- the base word . After completing the word tree, students 

emigrant immigrant 
can ill ustrate some words and/or create a story using 
many of the words from the word tree. 

migrate 
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Micropoems 

Thompson (2001 ) wants to excite gifted readers with the micropoetry of 
words. Ordi nary dictionary definitions are only the su rfa ce of words. Interpreting the 
stems tha t compose the word enables the reader to see that some of humanity 's 
best insights are captured in the words we use. 

An example is the word respect, which is an ordinary word that most 
elementary students could defi ne, but when we look at the stems in the 
word, we see re and speet. Suddenly, we realize the micropoetry of the 
word; at the moment that we come to respect someone , we find our
selves looking at him or her again, in a new way (Thompson , 2001, 9) . 

II 
Word Map 

A word map is ideal for 
gifted readers to organize their FRO commotionWord / '--------.-;.. ::c-•• •- • • - --' 

WHAT IS IT'?

Map =,' 

in-depth study of words . Word 
1. a nounmaps help these students define ,,~.,:~ 2. a tumultuous activity 

and refine their understanding of ••••_....~ 3. a disturbance 

..... "' ....... '..~the multiple applications of a ••• ' •••••••• .... 01.' ; .... 
S'fNONYMS ... '~iIIo. tword. Word maps can be com
f uss, turmoil , disorder ••••• • ••••••• 

pleted individually, but it is an f ...• 
effective activity to work on in 

~·"· 
.\ .. 

pairs to encourage extensive AIITQrm.l5 ...", 
: 

.:.precision, har mony ,conversations about the word. order 
L ____________~ ~/~• 

AIlAWGY 

Commotion is to a 
soccer game as peace 
is to a library. 

"""ITEA GA6AT SENTE/lC E, 

The squirrel caused a t er rible commotion 
when he got into t he school cafeteria. 
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Repri nted with permission : Ki ngore , B. (2002). Just What I Need. Austin ; Professiona l Associates Publishing. 
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Figurative Language 

Concise figurative language is the ideal playground for the impressive array 
of vocabulary and syntax strategies exhibited by young gifted readers (Abilock, 
1999). Poetry and books rich in figura tive language challenge gifted readers to elicit 
definitions from context and by analogy to other root words. Figurative language also 
sharpens advanced learners' abi lity to deduce meaning from word order. 

Young ch ildren need time to explore relationships-when developing fi gurative 
languag e skills . Providing analogy formats and a list of words, ask students to 
develop a relationship between two of the words, and explain their thinking. 
Consider the following list of words as a beginning example. 

words, sign, cloud, pencil, bolt, toe , TV, potato, barn, bird, carrot, tree, house, 

car, chalk. book. doll, truck, rock. fish, love, joy, kindness, smile. bottle, light 

~_ isto __ as __ is to _ _ is like because _____ 

A bird is to a birdhouse as a car is to a garage. A doll is like a fish because they both need 

A bolt is to a TVas words are to a book. someone to take care of and love them. 

Love is to hate as a smile is to a frown. A carrot is like a book because they both 

help you grow in healthy ways. 

Materials 

Certain classroom resources support vocabulary study and facilita te 
advanced and gifted students working with the teacher or wi th less teacher direction 
in small groups or independently. 
• Pocket cha rts and sentence strips 
• Wide va riety of texts and nonfiction books above grade level 
• Individual magnetic boards, write on/wipe off boards, and cha lk boards for letter, 

word, and vocabu lary work 
• A set of four to eight thesauru ses so several children or small groups can simul

taneously engage in vocabulary studies 
• Dictionaries and glossaries appropriate for young children yet wi th sufficiently 

rich word power to engage gifted readers . (Some beginning dictionaries are too 
simple to allow gifted children to encounter and use increasingly difficult vocabulary.) 
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Grammar hotline . Grammar Lady. <www.grammarlady.com/hotline.html> 

Pu n of tile Day, funny joke of the day , free archive of fun ny one liners , and 

fu nny peop le. Pun of th e Day. <www.punoftheday.com> 

Vocabul ary drill for kids. CAN ITech . <www.edu4kids .com/l ang> 
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FIt. F EC ONS 

Be not:: a,.raid of going slollVly; 

be a,.raid only 0' sf::andln!:1 sf:lll. 

The collection of strategies and activities in this publi
cation is a work in progress. Teachers are encouraged to use 
these ideas to prompt add itiona l applications to differentiate 
reading instructi on for advanced readers . When you find an 
effect ive differentiation strategy or activity, share it wi th two or 
three other teachers. Let's network successes. 

Expand your understanding of advanced and gifted 
readers. Challenge yourself to continue consulting articles, 
books , and web sites to remain current in the research and 
best practices for instructing highly-able learners. Several 
web sites at the end of this section provide valuable updates 
that are more current than some publications. 

Discuss differentiation issues with your colleag ues. 
Support staff development opportunities that enable your 
facu lty to become more confident in adapting curricu lum and 
instru ction to be responsive to all students' needs--includlng 
advanced and gifted learners . 

Help parents understand the use of differentiation 
strategies for their gifted chi ld . Parents need information . Your insights are invalu 
able to them and ensure them of your concern for their child's optimum learning and 
development. Consider placing a few brief articles about gi fted child ren and th eir 
learning needs in a folder that you can share with parents seeking information . 
Well-informed parents are in a much better pOSition to support your instructional 
plan for their child . 
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Providing an Appropriately Challenging 
Reading Instruction 

• 	 All ch ildren need a teacher's instruction and interaction. Without teacher 
feedback and guidance , reading is less effective (National Reading Panel, 
2000). 

• 	 To grow in reading proficiency, child ren require small-group instruct ion at 
their ability/readiness level (National Reading Panel, 2000). 

• 	 Ch ildren continue to learn and grow toward their potentials when enco uraged 
to stretch thro ugh tasks that are just a li tt le too hard for them. 

• 	 Exempt gifted children from work they already know, and guide their continued 
progress wi th alternatives that promote high levels of complexity . 

• 	 Prompt more advanced reading and research investigations by supplying 
complex, in-depth information through multiple texts, supplementary materials, 
and technology. 

• 	 Use inquiry that requires children to incorporate high-level thinking at a 
greater level of complexity. 

• 	 Encourage students' development of expertise by inviting their in-depth pursuit 
of topics of personal interest. 

• 	 Motivate children to establish persona l goals and criteria for success in their 
work. 

• 	 Guide students to develop responsibi lity and independence by means of self
assessing and maintaining records of their own progress rather than only 
comparing their work with less-advanced peers. 

A parting thought. .. 

Only when studen ts work at appropriate challenge levels do they 
develop the essential habits of persistence, curiosity, and willingness 
to take inte llectual risks . To ask less of advanced learners is to predict 
less prod uctive and engaged ad ult lives (Tomlinson, 2001 , 5) . 
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Dr. Shirley V. Dickson 

Reading instruction for advanced learners 

ba lances students ' strengths and needs, 

breadth and depth of content, and pace of 

instruction. To avoid haphazard instruction for 

advanced learners, assessment before , during , 

and following instruction is critical . Assessment 

provides students an opportunity to demonstrate 

what they know and guides teachers ' decisions 

regarding what to teach , what to reView , and the 

most appropriate pace of instruction. 

Overview of Research 

Preassessing student knowledge guides 

appropriate instructional decisions for advanced 

learners (Assou line, 1997). Information from the 

preassessment prevents teachers f rom teaching 

gifted students what they already know and from 

assuming students have all prerequisite skills 

(Winebrenner, 2001) . For example, a student 

may read above grade level but lack knowledge 

of some letter-sound co rrespondences such as 

lau/ . The teach er may temporarily group this 

student with others learn ing laul as a word 

analysis strategy. Students who complete the 

pretest successfully require no more work in that 

area . 

In addition to being administered at the 

beginning of the school year, preassessments 

should be administered th roughout instruction . 

They must ineiude an analysis of strategies and 

skill levels in word recognition , fluency, and com

prehension. Preassessments can take the form of 

checkl ists , oral reading fluency measures, criterion

referenced measures, and diagnostic activities. 

To illustrate the use of pretests , imagine 

an advanced reader in grade one. The student 

reads at a gra de-seven level. However, th e stu

dent does not understand the vocabulary or fully 

comprehend the text. When reading grade-fou r 

text, the student unders tands the vocabulary 

and reca ll s and su mmarizes but does not infer. 

Based on this information from the pretests, th e 

teach er may decide to use grade four readi ng 

material s (e .g. , literature , expository text) for 

instruction and incl ude instruction in vocabu lary 

development andlor comprehension strategies 

(Assouline, 1997). 

Just as preassessment guides instru c

tion, so too does progress monitoring or ongoing 

assessment. Ongoing assessment measures a 

stu dent's in cre mental progress . In fo rmation 
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from ongoing assessment helps teachers to 

dete rm ine the pace of instruction for advanced 

learners and maintain instruction in appropriate 

content (Smutny, 2000). For example, advanced 

learners usually require less practice in new 

knowledge than typical learners. Through 

progress monitoring, the teacher can judge 

when th e advanced learner no longer needs to 

be part of an instructional group based on need

ed skills or no longer requires practice in a ski ll 

such as summarizing or drawing conclusions. 

Ongoing assessments include portfolios , class 

assignments, observations, informal interviews, 

and checklists. 

Finally, assessments at the end of a unit 

of study provide an opportunity for learners to 

demonstrate what they have learned . 

Additionally, unit assessments may reveal a 

need of the advanced learner for greater differ

entiation of instruction , higher level work, and/or 

more comprehensive planning for future instruc

tion (Howley , Howley, & Pendarvis , 1986). The 

assessment needs to allow for the differences of 

the advanced learners in understanding, 

achievement, and crea tivity (Smutny, 2000). If 

the advanced learner scores at Ihe top of the 

scale on the measure , the teacher gains little 

information about the learning of the advanced 

learner, especially if the student also scored al 

the top of the scale on the pretest (VanTassel

Baska, 1992). 

Applications _._._..........................•..._................._._----

Teachers of advanced learners need 

multiple approach es to assessment before, dur

ing , and foll owing instruction. Assessments 

should cover a broad range of skills within the 

foll owing areas: 

• Phonemic awareness and phonics, 

• Fluency, 

• Comprehension, 

• Vocabulary, and 

• Spelling. 

Teachers may find appropriate, ready

made, sample assessments in advanced-level 

classroom basals . Informal reading inventories 

that extend through high -school levels may be 

the most appropriate for use with primary gifted 

students. Ganske (2000) and Johns (1997) are 

Iwo sources of reading assessments. Teachers 

of advanced primary readers can develop 

assessments based on their classroom reading 

curriculum. If teachers develop their own 

assessments , they should have a speciali st in 

gifted education , another teacher with training in 

gifted educa ti on , or a reading specialist with a 

background in gifted education critique the 

measure before administering it to primary gifted 

students. 

a 
Phonemic Awareness and Phonics 

The National Reading Panel (2000) 

concluded th at phonemic awareness and phon

ics instruction produce significant benefits for 

primary students . However, they cautioned that 

phonics teaching is a means to an end. Children 

appropriately applying phonics skills in the 

read ing process do not require the same level 

and intensity of phonics instruction provided to 

most ch ildren . "In light of this, teachers need to 

be f lexible in th eir phoniCS Instruction in order to 

adapt it to individual students ' needs" (N RP, 

2000 , 11). 
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Fluency 

Fl uent readers read orally with speed, 

accuracy, and appro priate exp ression. Ora l 

reading fluency is sensitive to student growth 

and correlates strongly with reading comprehen 

sion (NRP, 2000). Directions for creating and 

administering oral reading fluency meaSUres are 

in the Fi rst, Second, and Third Grade Teacher 

Reading Academy notebooks. Monitoring stu

dent progress in fl uency is useful in evaluating 

instructional needs and setting instructional 

goals (C IERA, 2001) . 

Advanced rea ders as well as those 

experiencing reading diffi culties require guid

ance from teachers (NRP, 2000). Independent 

silent reading is not effective when used as th e 

only type of reading instruction to develop fluen

cy (NRP, 2000) . Hence , able readers need time 

with the te acher in guided oral reading proce

dures at their instructional level. 

II 
Comprehension 

Harris' and Hodges' (1995) defi nition of 

comprehens ion as "instructional thinking during 

w hich meaning is con structed" fits advanced 

readers who engage in active, problem-solv ing, 

thinking processes as they construct meaning 

from text. With advanced primary students , 

assessmen t of comprehension should include 

criti cal reading sk il ls such as analysis, synthesis, 

in tegration , appli ca tion , and extens ion of ideas. 

Gifted students can demonstrate comprehension 

through oral summaries, small grou p discussions, 

ta pe recordings, written responses, and other 

open-ended options. 

Teachers need to assess comprehension 

carefully. Advanoed learners with well-developed 

verbal and memory skills can hide a lack of under

standing with a barrage of words relating closely to 

the questions asked (Barbe & Milone, 1985). 

Teachers should maintain a checklist of comprehen

sion skills and be sure to teach those skills/strategies 

that students lack (Barbe & Milone, 1985). 

1'1 
Vocabulary Assessment 

Vocabulary Is critica lly important in 

comprehension . The larger the reader's vocab

ulary, the easier it is to comprehend text (NRP, 

2000) . Teachers can orally assess students 

understan ing of words pri or to reading new 

materia l. The teacher should pre-read th e mate

rial, select words key to understanding the con 

tent or story (Texas Education Agency, 2000) , 

and ch eck students' unde rs tanding of the 

wo rd s. Teachers shou ld el icit student-provided 

meanings that go beyond using the word "thi ng" 

or tha t merely state the class th e word belongs 

to , e g., a desk is a piece of furn iture (Ganske , 

2000). The teacher can monitor the student's 

vocabulary knowledge by analyzing a student' s 

written work for appropriate usage of new 

vocabulary words. These readers should be 

provided multiple avenues to demonstrate the ir 

vocabulary comprehension, such as verbal 

explanations, wri ting , drawi ng, and other open 

ended strategies . 

Spelling Assessments 

A developmental spel li ng measure can 

be used to determine students' spelling strengths 

and instructional needs. Asamp le developmental 
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spelling screening and inventory assessment 

can be found in Gan ke (2000). The measure 

includes an inventory to identify a student's 

spelling stage and a longer spe lling assessment 

wi th words representative of various spelling fea

tures or patterns within that stage. Teachers can 

al so assess spelling strengths and instructiona l 

needs by analyzing students' writing. 
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Metacognition, 22-25 
 

Metacognit ive questions , 23 
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Reading logs , 24 
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Portfo lios 

Product examples, 21 -25 

Student managed, 20-22 
 

Values, 22 

Position statement, 2 

Preassessment , 15. 17 
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